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This book, “The Creative Aesthetic” was developed on behalf of Chiang Rai 
Rajabhat University in order to establish the core textbook related to the 
undergraduate fundamental subject and support its lecturing. This book would be 
the introduction to the definition of art, aesthetic and its relationships to the cultural 
context which could be divided into 4 major parts consisted of  

1. Chapter one, “Art, Aesthetics, and its Relationships to Culture”,  
2. Chapter Two, “Eastern Art and its relationship to the development of 

Thai Art”,  
3. Chapter Three, “Visual Art Theory, the Element of Art and its relationship 

to Art Composition,  
4. Chapter Four, “The Principle of Design in Art and its relationship to the 

techniques, value of art and criticism”. 
Through the study of art and other related theories within this book which 

included various interesting issues that could be beneficial for students in order to 
approach the purposes of art, the value and its development alongside with the 
criticism. Hopefully, this book might be the individual contribution in terms of a 
guidelines and its application for daily life’s utilization related to the art appreciation 
and criticism, art development and innovation. On the top of that, the use of the 
provided knowledge not only might lead to the awareness of oneself related to 
experiences, taste, and the spiritual development, but also might result in the social 
responsibility which was the most important thing.  

 
            Ohm Pattanachoti 
                  September, 2017 
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Chapter 1 Instruction Planning 
Art, Aesthetics, and its Relationships to Culture  3 Period 

  Introduction to art 
   - Definition of art and its existence and purpose 
  Introduction to aesthetic  
   - Definition of aesthetic and its relationships to art  
    - Aesthetic and Culture 
    - Western and Eastern Concept of Aesthetic 
  Introduction to Culture 
   Definition of culture and its relationships to art and aesthetic 

  
1. Contents 

1.1  Art and its existence and purpose 
1.2  Aesthetic and its relationships to art 
1.3  Culture and its relationships to art 

 
2. General Objective 

2.1  To provide the student the understanding of art and its existence and 
purpose. 

2.2  To provide the student the understanding of Aesthetic and its 
relationships to art and culture. 

2.3  To provide the student the understanding of Culture and its 
relationships to art and aesthetic. 

 
 3. Behavioral objectives 

3.1  Student may be joyful to appreciate art and realize its contribution, 
and be able to apply it into daily life. 
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3 .2   Student may be encouraged to experience the meaning of aesthetic 
and its relationships to art alongside within the cultural context in order to explore 
individual perception and taste. 

3.3  Student may be realized that experiencing the meaning of culture and 
its relationships to art and aesthetic may result in the understanding of local 
wisdom in terms of cultural capital.  

3.4 Student may be capable of coping with self-development aspect 
including attitude, skills, and related wisdom in order to embark on the project 
within the work context.  

 
4. Learning Activities 

4.1 Lecturing is the key element using proper media and technologies. 
4 .2  Illustrations, artworks, and related creative media must be provided 

paralleled with student’s assignment in terms of art practice. 
4.3 Discussion and tutorial class will be organized before or during the class. 

 
5. Instruction Media 

5.1 Teaching Literature 
5.2 Handout PowerPoint 
5.3 Creative Media  

 
6. Assessment 

6.1 Learning observation assessment 
6.2 Quiz & Test/ Art practice/ Exercise 

  6.3 Examination 
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Chapter 1 

Art, Aesthetics, and its Relationships to Culture 

 What we should know in this chapter, not only the concept of art and aesthetic 
but the definition of culture and its relationships to both art and aesthetic. In general, as 
we known that culture is the way of life and its various dimensional connections with 
morality, virtue, conscience, social responsibility, social fabric, and indeed the relationship 
between human and nature. In addition, culture can be called as the way of life reflection 
that conveys the development of humankind in terms of local wisdom, custom and 
tradition, and kind of innovation which in other words, can be described as the civilization 
which passes on to generation by generation, and time by time. Curiously, it will be the 
key notion that art has played the crucial role in human's way of life as part as the 
civilization for a long time, what is the relationships between art and society?  And that is 
the question in which we need to examine through 3 keywords such as art, aesthetics, and 
culture in order to find out that how important of art within the social context and why 
we need to learn about aesthetic to appreciate art. 
 

 
Figure 1.1 Art Definition 
(Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/lablogga/digital-art-and-philosophy-1, 2017) 

https://www.slideshare.net/lablogga/digital-art-and-philosophy-1
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1.1 Introduction to art 
 “What is art?” this questioned sentence may lead to the human way of life 
exploration in order to closely approach fundamental principle that defines the word of 
“art”.   
 1.1.1 Definition of art and its existence and purpose 
 Amorntat, K. (1987: 17-18) stated that usually, art is not only described what 
contains form as defined as "Plastic Art1” or “Fine Art”, but also included kind of literature 
and music.  
 As mentioned above, art is simply defined as the creative forms or symbols that 
provide appreciation and represents emotional reflection due to its beauty, the beauty 
which can be measured by harmony, unity, proportion, and scale, rhythm, and balance as 
appeared within principles of design in art.  
 Furthermore, Alland (1977: 39; cited in Harris, 1993: 412) highlighted that the 
definition of art can be described as the successful creative representation which consists 
of aesthetic (beauty), data or information transformation through the use of symbolism 
and its hidden meaning. In other words, art can be defined as the aesthetical process of 
data or information transformation through the use of symbols based on 4 keywords as 
principles, which there are: 
 1. Play (the blissful creative process)  
 It is a creative process that is designed to fulfill oneself requirement with happiness 
which is such performance beyond human basic needs similar to survival desire. 
 2. Form (the artistic forms that use within art making process) 
 The artistic principles use within creative process and play the crucial role in art-
making process related to time and place. 
 3. Aesthetic (the beauty of art and its effects based on sense perception)  

                                                           
1 Rodboon, S. (1981: 78) described that "Plastic Art is kind of art making which interprets three-dimensional surface 
(width, length, and height), in other words, plastic art is the representation of artistic form and its volume alongside with 
relationships to space. In addition, not only three-dimensional artwork referred above but also two-dimensional artwork 
is included such as painting, printmaking that creates plastic sense.   
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 The aesthetic is the term that used to present emotional phenomena related to a 
status of being touch by art's beauty and art value realization. 
 4. Transformation – Representation   
 The representation works together with information transformation through the use 
of media or symbolism in order to interpret the abstraction into the tangible form. In other 
words, it is the major part of the creative process which symbolizing the concept into 
artistic forms.  
 Tang-Chareon, W. (2009: 12 – 15) mentioned that in overall picture art was defined 
as; 
 “In general, art was referred as something included Performance, Music, Literature, 
Visual Art, and Architecture. Especially, visual art that was defined as kind of process of art 
making which definitely was tangible, and touchable.  In addition, visual art might be 
developed and resulted into Imaging Art through the use of inspiration or influences. In 
other words, visual art was created within the principle of perception through the use of 
imagination and its relationships with proper media in order to reflect the concept, and its 
transformation to image.  
 Specifically speaking, as we were acknowledged that art was related to cultural 
context, hence, art might be the cultural reflection used as the tools of expression related 
to emotion, and wisdom. Moreover, art could be used as an explorative mechanism which 
provided the positive individual and social effects, alongside with its phenomenon of 
conceptualization that encouraged people in terms of learning and thinking underneath 
each one's identity and its complexity.  Through studying, art then was indistinguishable 
and part of the culture in terms of meaning and its value.”  
 Through study of art and its meaning, there were such definitions within various 
contexts that Soonpongsri, K. (2012: 122-129) described by theory of philosophy of art 
which was the principle of art making that combined with key rules such as expression, 
representation, and other related theories based on artistic movement, art, and its 
definition could be divided through the concept of art creation, there were;  
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 1. Art as Representation of Nature or Art is Imitation of Nature  

 This definition was explained through the use of art philosophy related to Greek 

Philosopher Aristotle’s objectivity which focused on the concept of objectivism which paid 

attention to the value of reality and its existence in the real world paralleled with the value 

of individual mind. 

 2. Art as Pure Form  

 The artistic form could be divided into two styles by its definition, objective, and 

usage, for example, 1. Abstract Form Usage, there was the use of color pattern or form 

within the work of painting, a form of literature, music, performance, imagination, and so 

on, in addition, 2. Concrete Form Usage, there were such as the form of object, sculpture, 

and so on. 

 Through “Art as Pure Form” Theory used in the recent day, there was the 

combination of abstraction and concrete form usage, for instance, art composition, it was 

the process of art making that composed each art elements together in order to produce 

artwork represented emotional effects followed concept and raised the art value in terms 

of aesthetic which audiences would appreciate them. On the other hands, this theory 

could be observed similarly as Plato’s world of form theory which presented that form 

was ideally or conceptually existed, artist just only transform it through the use of their 

imagination to images ( Abstraction to Concrete Form) that could be seen not only in 

visual art, but literature, and music as well. 

 Definitely, art could not be completed without using form, and at the same time, 

the beauty of art could not be appreciated by the audience without tangible form due to 

the contribution of the art form that was the value of art interpretation. Furthermore, 

artwork that might be admitted as the great work and valuable supposed to have such a 

quality of composition control and the fine touch followed the rules of unity, and 
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harmony mentioned in principles of design in art. On the top of that, the form would play 

the crucial role in creating artwork as the symbol that represented idea and concept as 

artist's intention. 

 3. Art as Expressionism 

 Through art philosophy, the idea of objective of art was not only the contribution 

and aims of sound and language or art creation which focused on beauty of artistic form, 

color symbolism, and natural imitation, but there were other dimensions which were the 

interpretation of emotional expression related to internal force that could divide into 

three form of expression, there were; 

 3.1 Artistic Emotional Expression had to have something due to the connections 

between intention, perception, and emotion. 

 3.2 Artistic Emotional Expression should have the clear objective and contained 

with value itself, not only the scientific existence and its mimicry but symbols and its 

hidden meaning presentation.  

 3.3 Artistic Emotional Expression would stand for its value of an emotional 

expression that was individual identity combined with emotional expression and creative 

idea. 
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Figure 1.2 Aesthetic Qualities 
(Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/KKIIMMII/aesthetics-13339798, 2017) 

https://www.slideshare.net/KKIIMMII/aesthetics-13339798
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Figure 1.3 Definition of Aesthetic 
(Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/KKIIMMII/aesthetics-13339798, 2017  

https://www.slideshare.net/KKIIMMII/aesthetics-13339798
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1.2 Introduction to aesthetic  
 1.2.1 Definition of aesthetic and its relationships to art  

The study of art could be done through the theory of axiology examination which 
was “aesthetic”, a part of 4 core principles of art philosophy related to art and aesthetic. 
Moreover, in which we claimed that the value of art was its beauty, hence aesthetic 
definition and its relationships to beauty might be the important things needed to be 
investigated. 

Soonpongsri, K. (2012: 109-110) stated that through the use of art philosophy 
which was the crucial principle artists used to create artwork based on characteristic of 
each art school or art movement, and their concept through the use of aesthetic 
principles such as artwork exploration, theory of art production, and aesthetical effects of 
artwork. 

If aesthetic was described as the study of beauty, the beauty that already was 
existed and discovered within nature and artwork, then the question was occurred due to 
the definition of beauty and its qualification. Aon-kom, S. (2011: 137) answered and 
highlighted that the aesthetical elements consisted of three significant qualities, for 
instance, beauty, picturesqueness, and sublimity which could be observed as the 
important elements found within each single object, organism, and even though, the 
abstract such as imagination, faith, dream, and so on. 

In 2012, Kamjorn Soonpongsri presented that theory of axiology might lead to the 
understanding of art and its value, related to ethics, aesthetics, and logic which might 
consider on 4 principles, there were; 

1.  The characteristic of value  
 1.1  Quality or specific characteristics of one thing, it could be divided into 2 

types, such as  
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  1.1.1 Primary Quality  
  This most tangible specific quality could be noticed as its shape, form, 

movement, and sound which most of the time appeared as works of visual art and natural 
form. 

  1.1.2 Secondary Quality 
  The lower quality of things that could be observed by natural perception, 

for example, sighting, taste, smell, and hearing which caused the aesthetical effects. 
  1.2 Attribute, it is the specific identity of one thing that had to be referred. 
 1.3 Value, the beneficial substance that answered human’s desire in terms of 

physical and emotional needs.   
 1.4 Property, its value or qualification that were already existed. 
  1.5 Specialty, sublimity or the better qualification above usual thing. 
  1.6 Virtue, morality, and ethics. 
 1.7 Goodwill value, the trend of taste or norm of each society or community.  
 
2. The Kind of value 
 2.1 Extrinsic Value, external value, the value considered based on the 

meeting point of pleasure, the level of pleasure due to beneficial context, for example, a 
thing that was valuable in terms of economic. 

  2.2 Intrinsic Value, specific qualification of one thing that was appreciated and 
admired such as, artwork which was valuable and admitted within its quality, not by price. 

  
3. The Standard of Value 
 3.1  Objective Value, the social standard or norm in terms of one thing’s 

concrete value acceptance. 
  3.2  Subjective Value, the social standard or norm in terms of abstract value 

acceptance due to natural form alongside with artistic form in which would be considered 
through mind’s decision or control. (Soonpongsri, K. 2012: 4-7) 
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 1.2.2 Aesthetic and Culture 

  There was an introduction to aesthetic in terms of cultural context related 

to the social norm due to faith and belief which mentioned that beauty in which its 

essence and meaning leant against human’s way of life or culture in each single step of 

development all over the world, parts of concept and philosophy that we study through 

aesthetic might lead to the understanding of how western and eastern way of life affected 

to the theory of beauty and other related wisdom such as science, and philosophy. 

(Western and Eastern Aesthetic concept,  

https://homhuan2554.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/e0b89ae0b897e0b897e0b8b5e0b988-

2.pdf, 2015) 

  1.2.2.1 Art philosophy and Western Concept of Aesthetic 

  There were the study highlighted that the concept of western philosophy 

was developed based on each era’s philosophers interpretation which exactly represented 

each time and place’s fundamental way of life or culture, for instance, in ancient Greek 

period, the consideration through reality and world’s situation would be the core principle 

to discuss about beauty and aesthetic. In other words, aesthetic was the exploration 

through life and its development in order to create awareness of beauty. 

  History and development of Western concept of Aesthetic 

  In 2005, Harell presented that there was an overall picture of Western 

Aesthetic theory which demonstrated by its development through period of time that 

might be divided into various eras such as; (Harell, 2005: 1 – 30; cited in  

https://homhuan2554.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/e0b89ae0b897e0b897e0b 8b5e0b988-

2.pdf, 2015) 
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  Art Philosophy and Aesthetic of Ancient Greek Era 

  At that time, the aesthetic study was a concept combined with metaphysics 

or pure philosophy and art philosophy which developed underneath the “Orderliness” 

concept of the philosopher, Pythagoras that represented the world’s order and its 

balance of the system related to earth and universe, or in other words, cosmology. Hence, 

art and its value would be assessed within this rule as well. 

  Empedocles, (Ancient Greek; 490–430 BC)  

  Lecturers of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, Sawatha 

Thammaraso and Banjong Sodadee (2008: 197) discussed through western philosophy that 

in the beginning, ancient Greek philosopher, Empedocles presented the idea about 

Genesis forces and its elements which consisted of earth, water, the wind, and fire. Menok, 

P. (1986: 19-24) also argued about Empedocles' concept that "Love is Genesis and creates 

everything, it is the fundamental force to create the world and components, which could 

be destroyed by conflictive force. 

  Pythagoras, (Ancient Greek; 582 – 517 BC)  

  In 2000, Wong-Sawan, S. presented the concept of aesthetic related to 

proportions, unity and harmony, parts of design principles in the art which could be 

considered as the principles of assessment of art's beauty. Through the similar concept, 

lecturers of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, Sawatha Thammaraso and Banjong 

Sodadee (2008: 202-204) agreed with the idea of aesthetic presented by Wong-Sawan 

(2000: 41) which dig more deeper and conveyed that as Pythagoras was considered as the 

mathematician which might lead him to the concept of paying attention only to objects 

and its substance or mixture more than its form and the relationships to other things. In 

addition, He might be focused on the quantity of substance more than its quality 

alongside with the idea that numbers and its proportions would be the tangible factors 
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might cause world and universe creation and its components. (Sathit Wong-Sawan, 2000: 

41; cited in Sawatha Thammaraso and Banjong Sodadee, 2008: 202-204) 

  Heraclitus, (Ancient Greek; 535-475 BC) 

  In 1995, Keerati Boonjuea described that the concept of Heraclitus’ 

philosophy related to his belief in the “Fire” element which he claimed that fire was the 

prior element created every single thing in the world which similar to Sawatha 

Thammaraso and Banjong Sodadee’s idea (2008: 202-204) also concluded that fire was the 

genesis element, unstable and transformable that rapidly lead to the unexpected status of 

form that could not touch by human senses, things were commonly designed to be 

impermanent and similarly followed the circle of life as it had to be within the loop of 

birth, elder, pain, and death by natural force of fire. (Keerati Boonjuea, 1995: 17 ; cited in 

Sawatha Thammaraso and Banjong Sodadee, 2008: 202-204) 

  Art Philosophy and Aesthetic of Classical Greek Era 

  Classical Greek era was dominated by the concept of three philosophers 

including Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle who presented the idea of focusing on the mind 

(Subjective) rather than the object (Objective) in order to investigate the mental ability. 

Furthermore, there was the questions and life's exploration through the study of reality 

and its perception paralleled with evaluative mechanism's invention to declare and specify 

the truth as we did within epistemology. 

  Sophist School 

  Protagoras, (Classical Greek Era; 490 – 420 BC)  

  There was the idea that emphasized on humanism rather than naturism 

which focused on human being and their ability used the power of speech in order to 
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persuade people and win over them. (Boonleang Bhuddajan, 1989: 58; cited in Sawatha 

Thammaraso and Banjong Sodadee, 2008: 204-205) 

  Socrates, (Classical Greek Era; 469 – 399 BC)  

  Atthapat, C. (2012: 39-40) asserted that Socrates represented the idea of 

“Form” which created the entire wisdom (referred form was just the quality of thing that 

its identity was not considered, it was universal, common as accepted as human had to 

have two hands, two legs, but not specific characteristic as black skin, tall, and so on). 

Moreover, he mentioned that this knowledge was the result of questioning mechanism 

which was seeking out logically and led to the truth similar to Buddhist’s doctrine. 

  Plato, (Classical Greek Era; 429-347 BC), 

  Aon-kom, S. (2011: 139-140) asserted that the concept of Plato related to 

beauty based on the fundamental truth that everything was beauty, which was the beauty 

defined within the ideal world concept, or the abstractive beauty of the utopian world 

that was an eternity. Beyond that, this beauty of the objects could be more or less 

observed through its beauty imitation of the realistic form belonged to ideal world objects. 

  In addition, Kamjorn Soonpongsri (2012: 30) said that Platonic Idealism was 

the theory explaining about circumstance and status of idea and form existed in the real 

world similar to object existence, and its value. Furthermore, he also conveyed that form 

in Plato’s idea was the aesthetical perfection that appeared in the conception and artist 

just only presented them followed one’s individual concept. 

  In 2015, through the study of “Western and Eastern Aesthetic concept”, the 

article’s author explained that; 

  “Plato believed that Reality has existed in the world of Archetypes or 

Forms, beyond the human’s perception which claimed that was the origin of things 

appeared within human’s experiences. Hence, art is the imitation or drafting from 
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conception or utopian world which definitely there was the beauty appeared on earth but 

could not be admitted as the real or prior beauty compared to the eternal beauty of the 

ideal world” 

  The Western and Eastern Aesthetic concept's author also asserted that artist 

used the original forms from ideal world or conception based on individual experience to 

convey the artistic form designed and developed from abstractive concept, in other words, 

artists created their artworks through the use of abstract idea and its transformation to the 

image. 

  Through study, Form and Idea of Plato was demonstrated through Plato’s 

house definition which could be divided into three types, such as; 

  1. House that was existed within human’s conception, the house in the 

ideal world, or experiences 

  2. House was claimed that apparently existed in the real world, touchable 

through the use of human’s perception which was the ideal world object’s imitation. 

  3. House that was artistically interpreted which might be the artist’s 

presentation, through the use of the form of utopian world or experiences’ imitation. 

  Moreover, through the study of Plato’s book, the explanation of art 

definition within “The Republic” clearly highlighted that art could have had the 

aesthetical purposes related to morality in order to enhance human spiritual development 

which similar to the concept of Greek aesthetic contained metaphysics, ethics. On the 

other hands, not only concerned with Goddess worship but logically interesting in the 

human being and its relationships to perfectionism, in other words, they lived the life 

aesthetically alongside with theism. 
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  Through concept mentioned above, there was the evidence that supported 

the idea of art or beauty working together with ethic, logic, or in other words, the value of 

art would be evaluated base on its contribution in terms of social benefits, presenting 

good aspects. Plato seriously run this campaign and stood against the opposite chasing 

them away if their works created the chaos, encourage people to act immorally, especially 

kind of music and artworks that led people to lack ambitious circumstance or unregulated 

behavior  (Western and Eastern Aesthetic concept, 

https://homhuan2554.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/e0b89ae0b897e0b897e0b8b5e0b988-

2.pdf, 2015) 

  Art Philosophy and Aesthetic of Medieval Era 

  Laksanawat Palarat (2008: 43-44) defined that in the medieval time, the 

concept of aesthetic was the combination with theism and art which could be noticed 

through the image of God representation and art that played the crucial role serving the 

religion as an evangelical tool. The philosophers who were claimed as the leading thinker 

in this era, there were; 

  St. Augustine, (Medieval Era, 354-430 BC) 

  The priest and philosopher, St. Augustine religiously represented the idea 

emphasized the concept of beauty and its creation through God's hand, and only God 

could create everything beyond any logic and wisdom. In the beginning, the man was 

originated from God’s Will who their free will was innovated alongside with their image 

that was similar to God’s image.  

  St. Thomas Augustine believed that there would be an inward path which 

was the way the man could spiritually reach and sense the beauty through the mind 

similar to God‘s transcendence and its approach. This phenomenon was acknowledged as 

same as the intelligible light.  (Palarat, L. 2008: 43-44)  
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  St. Thomas Aquinas, (Medieval Era, 1225-1274 BC) 

  Soonpongsri (2 0 1 2 : 8 6 )  disclosed that St. Thomas Aquinas defined the 

beauty as its clarity, orderliness, harmony, and proportions. Hence, the beauty's 

appreciation could have been completed through intelligence due to the characteristic of 

inward beauty which needed to have the psychological awareness to reach it. Since the 

awareness of beauty and its sentimental value occurred, then joyfulness would acquire. 

There were 3 rules of the beauty and its qualification, such as; 

  1. Integrity, there was the balance of the composition. 

  2. Proportion, there would be harmony and proportionate. 

  3. Clear and clarity was the beauty. 
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  Art Philosophy and Aesthetic of Renaissance Era 

  Aesthetic in this period of time was the mixture of art philosophy and its 

relationships to science which philosophers were seeking for new knowledge and 

innovation using Plato’s concept. Orderliness principles played the significant role in 

Renaissance’s aesthetical development related to the balance of fundamental art 

elements which affected the emotional perception through the balance and unity of 

tangible and visible forms that could be touched by the five senses.  

  “Renaissance" term was originated from French which was the rebirth in 

English; it was the rebirth of the ancient culture of Greek and Roman. In other words, it 

was the use of Greek and Roman classical culture in order to develop a new style of art or 

art movement. There would be the use of various knowledge for instance, applying 

science and technology paralleled with architecture constructed the building 

symmetrically with a core dome and its balance with few small domes, using techniques 

as painting’s perspective and sculpture’s laws of proportion in order to create new brand 

look of painting’s atmosphere and sculpture presentation which was trendy and unique at 

that time.  (Soonpongsri, K. 2012: 34 – 35) 

  Art Philosophy and Modern Aesthetic 

  Epistemology and art philosophy played the crucial role in aesthetic of this 

era, which could be observed clearly through the understanding of its definition. 

Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten (1714 – 1762) asserted that aesthetic was the 

perceptual knowledge which different from conceptual knowledge based on three 

aesthetical principles, for instance;  

  1. The aesthetic was the process of scientific learning. 

  2. The aesthetic was the logical learning process followed by its logic and 

truth. 
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  3. The aesthetic was the perfect learning process of itself. 

  On the other words, aesthetic was the integration learning processes which 

related to aesthetic attitude, aesthetic value, human’s special ability and their creative 

product and its evaluation, humanities and social sciences in terms of mankind and its 

relationships to society and culture. (Soonpongsri, K. 2012: 60 – 61) 

  Art Philosophy and Aesthetic in the Present Day 

  Harell (2005: 1 – 30) mentioned that the philosopher embarked on 

aesthetical learning through the use of individual problem study which slightly different to 

other sciences but at the same time, there would be the integration process of learning, 

for example, the philosopher would study aesthetic on individual fundamental concept or 

under self-metaphysical influences. 

  Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) German aesthetical philosopher presented the 

knowledge of Epistemology including Ethics, Metaphysics, and Aesthetics which Aon-kom, 

S. (2011: 140) discussed about that the Kant’s concept of beauty was objective and 

apparently existed without influences of taste, politic, and any individual interest, but 

underneath influences of mental effects or impulse that caused by some object’s 

qualification that led to the aesthetical mental state that similar to the appreciation 

without any consideration. 

  In summary, Kant stated that emotional effects and beauty appreciation 

were aesthetic under the influences of mental drives based on fundamental factors of 

human's beauty perception and appreciation such as logic, willing, and taste. (Soonpongsri, 

K. 2012: 86 – 87) 

  In Kant’s perspective, through the use of the subjective concept, beauty 

was individual emotional effects that controlled by mental process reflecting natural and 

art aesthetical beauty as defined as objective beauty appreciation through its specific 
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qualification that affected individual minds. In other words, it was the process of mental 

specification in terms of object’s value. (Soonpongsri, K. 2012: 97)  

  Through personal perspective, Leo Tolstoy defined art as symbolism that 

created by human in order to interpret their perspective. Moreover, art was the aesthetical 

creative process that affected the emotional perception within the social norm of ethics, 

in other words, the valuable art had to convey Love and its relationships to God, human, 

any organism, and all global fellow alongside with social responsibility. 

  Furthermore, Tolstoy also mentioned that in terms of art making and its 

value needed to have three core factors such as; 

  1. Genuine willing of artist related to domestic emotion and its 

interpretation. 

  2. Individual characteristic in terms of communication and expression. 

  3. The beauty and its value of performance, or the aesthetic of 

performance. 

  According to Tolstoy's perspective, first of all, genuine willing of the artist in 

order to demonstrate their concept of artworks and its connection to emotional 

expression was the most important. (Soonpongsri, K. 2012: 115-116) 

  Lucretius (2498: 750; cited in Wit Witsawawes, 2004: 177) discussed 

Tolstoy's concept due to communication and its media which there were 2aspects 

included 1. Words as the language used for idea presentation and 2. Art as symbols used 

for emotional interpretation, but in common, there was the similarity both media words 

and art using for idea and experiences demonstration which harmonized and shifted the 

way of life alongside with people in society’s relationship development. In addition, the 
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value of any object or artworks could reflect the state of aesthetic depended on 

individual experiences and taste. 

  Sigmund Freud (1789-1863)  

  Aon-kom, S. (2011 : 141 -142 ) described that art was the imagination and 

expression in order to answer mind’s ambition and its goals similar to children's play and 

its transformation to the imagination and art creation in adulthood which was the mental 

works of conscious and unconscious. 

  In addition, Kamjorn Soonpongsri (2012: 120) mentioned to Freud’s concept 

due to art definition as trendy point of view that art was the role model imitation of 

beauty of the world which was the creative process applied for practice paralleled with 

having an objective focusing on social essence of art and its relationship to the creative 

force generation that human used for harmonizing and shifting the way of life with free 

will. 

  Through attitude due to the nature and its connection to cultural, social, 

and individual aspects, art and aesthetic would be had in common serving social desire, 

generating creative power and social contribution, for instance, literature had to be work 

for people, work of art using the concept of art for people’s interests rather than only 

following pure traditional aims of art creation, “art for art’s sake”. (Western and Eastern 

Aesthetic concept, 

https://homhuan2554.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/e0b89ae0b897e0b897e0b8b5e0b988-

2.pdf, 2015) 

  1.2.2.2 Art philosophy and Eastern Concept of Aesthetic 

  Lecturers of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, Samran Imjit and 

Krit Sriya-Ard (2008: 150) explained that general Eastern concept of Aesthetic was 

influenced by Indian philosophy which aimed to seek for knowledge in order to reinforce 
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religious practice. On the other hands, Eastern philosophy would focus on the study of 

“Inside-Out Awareness”, believing in the circle of life and Karma related to Indian 

philosophy and so on which melted into the Eastern cultural pot becoming the origin river 

of religion, art, custom, and tradition of all East. 

  Boon Nilket (1980: 4-5) highlighted that even though the Eastern concept of 

aesthetic was developed under the influence of various culture such as Indian, Chinese, 

and Arabian philosophy, through this discussion, he would mention only on Indian 

influence which was the dominant influence on Thai culture since Pre-Thai period of time. 

  Hence, Nilaket also asserted that Buddhist and Hindu-Brahman concept of 

aesthetic was the fundamental influences of Eastern world philosophy and its 

relationships to core beliefs in spiritual culture leading to the common belief due to the 

combination of religious philosophy, aesthetic, and art which was always connected. In 

other words, philosophy, religion, and art was defined as the mental world pleasure and 

claimed as the basic spiritual needs that needed to have integrated learning processes in 

order to understand its meaning of aesthetic. 

  Art philosophy and Hindu-Brahman Concept of Aesthetic 

  Danai Chaiyotha (1995: 15) disclosed that the supreme goal of life in Hindu-

Brahman concept was the extremist hedonism based on sexual pleasure and in 

conversion, following meditation practice through Yoga or physical controlling by mental 

force. 

  Phuen DokBua (2012: 25-47) interpreted that Brahman religion was the 

multipurpose practice in terms of faith and ritual ceremonies which its doctrine was 

influenced by Buddhism and Indian castes or social class principle. 

  Through the Hindu-Brahman concept of aesthetic, the finding disclosed that 

spiritual belief and self-perceives practice had played the crucial role in this process 
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related to the mythology of Trimurti (Trinity), and 3 God such as Brahma the creator, Siva 

the destroyer, and Vishnu the guardian. In addition, there was the Hindu-Brahman concept 

based on the belief that the world and its elements were created by God (Brahma) 

included the value of ethics which could be noticed through “Aesthetic Contemplation” 

or beauty appreciation by meditation. In other words, it was the state of mind related to 

“Aesthetic Emotion” that was approached by art appreciation.  

  Hence, aesthetic emotion within Hindu-Brahman concept would be 

considered by mental effects and perceives based on philosophy and religion 

fundamental which the characters were diversity and would be identified by its origins, 

concept, attitude, and way of life. 

  In summary, Brahman concept emphasized on reaching truth which 

considered as pure spiritual state or “Absolute State” and related to “Atman” that was 

the “Supreme Spirit” consisted of 2 parts such as 1. “Coarse Body”, referred to human 

body 2 .  “Fine Body”, referred to human spirit or “Absolute Human Body”. (Jedsada 

Tongrungroj, 2014: 82-135) 

  Through the concept mentioned above, “Goodness” (Ethics) or “Beauty 

Appreciation” would be the “Absolute Truth” state which might lead to “Aesthetic 

Conception". Furthermore, Brahman concept of aesthetic was the idea based on 

emotional imagination, for instance, Poem and its interpretation, Traditional Art, Music, 

Traditional Performance, and Visual Art which its beauty or value assessment or 

appreciation could be done through emotional perceives and its outer effects such as 

sight, and hearing that called "Pure Aesthetics”, or “Direct Aesthetics” 

  Art philosophy and Buddhist Concept of Aesthetic 

  In 2009, Wirun Tang-Chareon discussed about the core doctrine of 

Buddhism followed Buddhdasa Bhikkhu’s concept that Buddhism was the knowledge and 
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enlightenment based on the belief of soulless, impermanent, principles of “Anicca, 

Dukkha, Anatta” which might similar to “Big Bang” of Albert Einstein who created the 

theory based on his concept due to the nonentity of the universe’s origin and its 

relationships to truth, time, place, and matter.  

  Through Buddhism concept, Tang-Chareon also stated that art was just the 

tool of communication or vehicle leading to awareness, on the other hands, art could be 

the way of practice which might result in enlightenment. In other words, art would be the 

religious mechanism encouraging, teaching, and demonstrating people to understand 

religion’s principles and doctrine in order to lead them to ethic and morality’s approaches. 

  Furthermore, by the time that art was providing people the way to 

enlightenment, wisdom, and awareness through its practice, art also worked as the 

religious tool in terms of propagandas persuading and encouraging them to have a state of 

religion’s faith and belief. (Tang-Chareon, W, 2009: 27-35) 

  In terms of Art philosophy and Buddhist Concept of Aesthetic, Tang-

Chareon, W. (2009: 27-35) mentioned that beauty in Buddhism concept could be divided 

into 2 aspects, such as; 

  1. Religious or Dharma Beauty 

  The beauty was objective and related to Dharma value within the religious 

context due to truth and the practice. In other words, the religious or Dharma beauty 

could be noticed through its beauty of Dharma or doctrine, practice, and its effects. 

Beyond that, the nirvana would be the supreme goal or destination through Buddhist 

learning and practice in order to reduce life’s defilement, and its relationships to suffering. 
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  2. Secular or Mundane Beauty 

  The beauty was subjective and kind of mental issue within the human’s 

defilement and its relationships to passion, greed, desires due to materialism which was 

claimed as the impermanent, meaningless and unbeneficial thing in terms of Buddhist 

belief. The secular beauty could be divided into 2 types, for instance; 

  1. Human’s Beauty 

  The beauty and value of the human being based on physical appearance 

and characters or body posing. 

  2. Natural Beauty 

  In terms of natural beauty, it was something about sense perception which 

appeared both within the organism that could be observed by the value of shape and 

form of the animals alongside with their movement or character similar to the human. On 

the other hand, natural inanimate objects which in Buddhist way; there was an assessment 

through the beauty of form and its valued beauty. The beauty that in Buddhist belief was 

objective and could be evaluated by human’s decision within the mental control as titled 

as “Secular Specification” which the level of its beauty might be measured through the 

level of human’s defilement and individual greed and desire, that meant the more 

human’s need, the more object’s beauty and value in human’s sight. 

  In addition, some philosophers argued that in the issues of the beauty and 

its relationships to aesthetic, should not have only the discussion within the beauty of 

nature and the beauty of the artwork, but anything that caused the aesthetical effects 

worth to argue with. In conversion, the beauty within aesthetic context had to be counted 

only the beauty of art due to its origin, the contribution which unlike natural beauty that 

originated by the natural force, not the man-made or human's creation. 
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  According to Boon Nilket (1980: 4-5) who interestingly asserted that,  

  “Talking about Secular Beauty might have to mention about something 

directly related to Art similar to representing the truth which we might specify the truth as 

scientific truth. Beyond that the beauty of art had to be accepted that it would be 

similarly existed and could be observed alongside with natural beauty, even though, art 

was look up and identified that it was created within some reason, and might not lead to 

the disclosure of its origin and existence. Hence, discussion about revealing the essence of 

art making and the spirit of its creation was quite interesting and could not miss in order to 

convince that in the art field, not only the beauty of art issue needed to be investigate, 

but the spirit of art making and its devotion to art aspect also needed to be considered”. 

  Through the study of Buddhist Aesthetic, its characteristic was depicted that 

it was the mixture, not interested in exploring the secular aesthetic context, but together 

embarking on ethical aesthetic and its effects related to religious truth. Doing so, 

examining and experiencing the mundane beauty of Buddhist teaching would be the art 

production in order to serve religion and display the power of faith and belief or in other 

words, art creation was one of the ways of religious worships. To be concluded, art could 

be the form of transformation, from ideal world imagination to designed symbol that 

presented some information within the real life context. (Western and Eastern Aesthetic 

concept, 

https://homhuan2554.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/e0b89ae0b897e0b897e0b8b5e0b988-

2.pdf, 2015) 
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Figure 1.4 Cultures 

(Reference: https://au.pinterest.com, 2017) 

 

1.3 Introduction to Culture 

1.3.1 Definition of Culture and its relationships to art and aesthetic 
Culture in terms of Sociology was the way of life, human behavior, and all kinds 

of invention or production paralleled with the idea, belief, knowledge, and so on. 
According to Yot Santasombat, in 2001, he highlighted that the definition of 

culture could be described through the use of concept of English anthropologist, Sir 
Edward B. Tylor (1832-1917) which was; 

https://au.pinterest.com/
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"Culture is the combination set of knowledge, belief, ethics, art, law, and tradition, 
alongside with capability and character of the members of society."  

Through Phaya AnuMarn Rajthon’s point of view, he also represented that the 
development and improvement in order to shift the human's way of life were cultures. In 
terms of way of life, human learnt and passed the knowledge to generation by generation 
as the tradition, which culture would be the social norm, or trendy set of thoughts and 
concept, the emotional effects and its reflection, the behavior and character, belief, 
custom and tradition, and the process of information's transformation and its transfer or 
entitled as "Art and Its Language", in other words, culture could be social heritage and its 
development, preservation, and prosperity. (Santasombat, Y, 2001: 11) 

Moreover, in 2008, Juthapan (Jamaree) Padung-Shewit (2008: 4-9) also asserted 
that culture was the behavior co-learning process which transferred to generation by 
generation in order to improve the individual way of life and supported social 
development. On the other hands, culture could be both, outer influence such as 
institution's performance, and inner influence, for instance, attitude, social value, and 
belief. 

In addition, Padung-Shewit presented culture’s definition through the use of 
S.Siwaluk’s concept that culture was the way of life of each individual tribe or race 
constantly followed the traditional practice and disseminated the wisdom to their 
offspring, generation by generation. In this process, the key element was the language in 
order to develop the way of life or culture. In summary, culture was defined as the social 
development related to all kinds of human’s way of life which could be divided into 3 
categories’ there were;  

1. Cultural Heritage 
There were, for example, archaeological site, memorial monument, antiquities, 

inscription, book and so on. 
2. Contemporary culture 
 2.1 Livelihood; related to making a living such as agriculture, farming, fishery, 

folk art and craft, clothing, architecture and habitation, and the local way of life and so on. 
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 2.2 Linguistic and Literature  
 2.3 Religion 
 2.4 Aesthetic, performance, plays and games. 
 2.5 Institution, politics and regime. 
3. Wisdom and Technology 
It was the cultural dissemination system, knowledge passing development, and 

human’s avocation evolution which was examined through “1982 Cultural Policies Mexico 
Conference” and defined the terms of culture as; 

“Culture was an entire social fabric which consisted of key components such as 
subjective and objective element, concept, emotion, and the way of Life, for instance, the 
system of belief, social value, education and socialization which could be developed and 
transferred through the use of linguistic and literature mechanism. 

 
1.3.1.1 The Categories of Culture 
There were the comparative of culture that might be divided into 3 groups, such 

as;  
1. World Culture 
There were the basic rights of the human within this criteria included "Woman, 

Children and Youth Right".  
2. Nation or State Culture 
It was the local identity of individual race or nation. 
3. Minority Tribe Culture 
It was the local culture of each small group or race within the nation or state.   
(Juthapan Jamaree Padung-Shewit, 2008: 4-9) 
In other related aspects of art and culture and its study, Soonpongsri, K. (2012: 

16-17) presented the meaning and definition of traditional custom in order to understand 
the relationship between art and culture and the way of life, which might be divided into 
4 parts including; 
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1. Mores; the ethical regulation used and pass through within society. 
2. Institution; the regulation part of the social norm which was designed in order 

to provide the community with peace and order. 
3. Convention; the practice rule used as the social symbolism paralleled with 

Mores and Institution. 
4. Tradition; the crucial factor that caused the creative production, artistic and 

aesthetic principle which was the "Social Art" that embarking on the cooperative processes 
in order to develop "Folk Art" or local creative economy which could notice through 
handicraft, visual art, music, architecture, literature, and traditional dances. In other words, 
Tradition would play a crucial role in creating art through local identity and might result in 
shining national identity later on. 

5. Value; it could be claimed as the social value that reflected the local 
aesthetical appreciation and its characteristic related to time and the matter. In addition, it 
was kind of something fashionable, might not be last long similar to tradition and its 
period which were, for example, visual art movement, music style, dressing, verbal 
communication and so on.  

 
 

Figure 1.5 Related book of Buddhist Art, “Buddhism & Buddhist Art” 
(Reference: https://silkwormbooks.com/products/buddhism-and-buddhist-art, 2017)

https://silkwormbooks.com/products/buddhism-and-buddhist-art
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Summary 

1.1 Introduction to Art 

 1.1.1 Definition of art and its existence and purpose 

 First of all, art could be defined as the successful creative production forms which 

reflected aesthetical effects in order to represent the information’s transformation to the 

image process, symbolism and its hidden meaning through the use of symbols based on 4 

keywords as principles, which there are: 

 1. Play (the blissful creative process)  

 2. Form (the artistic forms that use within art making process) 

 3. Aesthetic (beauty of art and its effects based on sense perception)  

 4. Transformation – Representation   

 Secondly, art would be the human ambition in order to invent artistic forms and its 

representation that caused the emotional effects and simulated sense of perception due 

to the beauty, and its qualification in terms of unity, harmony, and proportions, and other 

related principles mentioned in the principle of art in design. 

 Thirdly, art could be all kinds of the aesthetical presentation including the 

elements of the beauty aspect through the creative process such as visual art, 

performances, literature, music, and architecture within the use of concept and inspiration 

in order to develop imagination and transform it into concrete form of images or symbols 

which were tangible due to the sense perception. On the other hands, art might be the 

cultural reflection alongside with the expression’s mechanism. Beyond that, art could be 

the human’s way of life exploration and its conceptualization in order to improve physical 

and spiritual development. 
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 Eventually, through study of art and its meaning, the principle of art making that 

combined with key elements such as expression, representation, and other related 

theories based on artistic movement, art, and its definition could be divided through the 

concept of art creation, there were;  

 1. Art as Representation of Nature or Art is Imitation of Nature  

 2. Art as Pure Form  

 3. Art as Expressionism 

2. Introduction to aesthetic  

 2.1 Definition of aesthetic and its relationships to art 

 If aesthetic was described as the study of beauty, the beauty that already was 

existed and discovered within nature and artwork, then the question was occurred due to 

the definition of beauty and its qualification. Some scholar answered and highlighted that 

the aesthetical elements consisted of three significant qualities, for instance, beauty, 

picturesqueness, and sublimity which could be observed as the important elements found 

within each single object, organism, and even though, the abstract such as imagination, 

faith, dream, and so on. 

 In terms of art and its relationships to aesthetic, we needed to understand the 

connection between art and aesthetic underneath the cultural context which might lead 

to Western and Eastern concept of aesthetic exploration in order to look deeper into art 

creative process and its background such as a concept, art movement or styles, 

techniques, so on alongside with individual way of life concept. 

 There were the study highlighted that the concept of western philosophy was 

developed based on each era’s philosophers interpretation which exactly represented 

each time and place’s fundamental way of life or culture, for instance, in ancient Greek 

period, the consideration through reality and world’s situation would be the core principle 
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to discuss about beauty and aesthetic. In other words, aesthetic was the exploration 

through life and its development in order to create awareness of beauty. 

 Eastern concept of Aesthetic was influenced by Indian philosophy which aimed to 

seek for knowledge in order to reinforce religious practice. On the other hands, Eastern 

philosophy would focus on the study of “Inside-Out Awareness”, believing in the circle of 

life and Karma related to Indian philosophy and so on which melted into the Eastern 

cultural pot becoming the origin river of religion, art, custom, and tradition of all East. 

3. Introduction to Culture 

 3.1 Definition of Culture and its relationships to art and aesthetic 

 Culture in terms of Sociology was the way of life, human behavior, and all kinds of 

invention or production paralleled with the idea, belief, knowledge, and so on. The 

definition of culture could be described through the use of the concept of English 

anthropologist; Sir Edward B. Tylor (1832-1917) which was “culture is the combination set 

of knowledge, belief, ethics, art, law, and tradition, alongside with capability and character 

of the members of society." 

 Furthermore, the development and improvement in order to shift the human's way 

of life were cultures. Culture would be the social norm or trendy set of thoughts and 

concept, the emotional effects and its reflection, the behavior and character, the faith and 

belief, the custom and tradition, and the process of information's transformation and its 

transfer or entitled as "Art and Its Language", in other words, culture could be social 

heritage and its development, preservation, and prosperity.   

 To be concluded, culture could be the behavior co-learning process which 

transferred to generation by generation in order to improve the individual way of life and 

supported social development. On the other hands, culture could be both, outer 
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influence such as social Institution's performance, and inner influences, for instance, 

attitude, social value, and belief. 
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Chapter One Exercise 
 
1. What is the definition of art? 
2. What is the definition of culture in sociologist’s point of view? 
3. Could you describe the Western concept of aesthetic and its relationships to art 
philosophy?  
4. What is the Western concept of aesthetic and its connection to art philosophy in terms 
of artwork or creative production’s value within the Medieval and Modern Era?  
5. What is the Eastern concept of aesthetic related to Brahman belief?  
6. What is the Eastern concept of aesthetic related to Buddhist doctrine?  
7. What is the concept of beauty underneath Buddhist philosophy?  
8. In the context of art, aesthetic, and culture, what is the definition of Cultural Reflection? 
9. According to English anthropologist; Sir Edward B. Tylor (1832-1917), what is the 
definition of culture?  
10. What is the Eastern concept of spiritual culture?  

 

Art Practice 

1. Through Chapter 1 study, student might find yourself an inspiration working on art 

practice and produce some opened-wide techniques work of art representing your cultural 

identity related to faith and belief and religious background. 

1.1 Size of artwork: 30x30 cm 

1.2 Technique: Opened- Techniques 

1.3 Concept:  Artist’s Individual Cultural Identity 

1.4 Due Date: Week Three 
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Chapter 2 Instruction Planning 
        

Eastern Art and its relationship to the development of Thai Art        3 Period 
  Introduction to Eastern Art 
   - Eastern culture and its influences through visual art 
  Introduction to Thai Art 
   - Thai Identity (Thai-ness)  
   - Thai Art  
    -Jitragum Thai (Thai Traditional Drawing and Painting or Thai 
    Mural Painting)  
    - Lia-Thai (Thai Decorative Drawing) 
    

1. Contents 
1.1  Eastern Visual Art and its relationship to Indian and Chinese Culture 
1.2  Thai Identity (Thai-ness) in terms of Thai Art-Jitragum Thai  
 1.2.1 Thai Traditional Drawing and Painting or Thai Mural Painting 
 1.2.2 Lia-Thai (Thai Decorative Drawing). 

 
2. General Objective 

2.1  To provide the student the understanding of Eastern Visual Art and its 
relationship to Indian and Chinese Culture 

2.2  To provide the student the understanding of Thai Identity (Thai-ness) and 
its relationship to Thai Art.  

 
 3. Behavioral objectives 

3.1  Student may appreciate Eastern Visual Art and Thai Art realizing its 
contribution, and be able to apply it into daily life. 

3.2  Student may be encouraged to experience the development of Thai art 
and its relationships to Thai Identity (Thai-ness) through Thai art reproduction 

3.3  Student may be realized that experiencing the characteristic of Eastern 
art and Thai art and its relationships to its art philosophy and cultural context may 
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result in the understanding of local wisdom in terms of cultural capital and its 
related aspect of creative economy.  

3.4 Student may be capable of coping with self-development aspect 
including attitude, skills, and related wisdom in order to embark on the project 
within the work context.  

 
4. Learning Activities 

4.1 Lecturing is the key element using proper media and technologies. 
4.2 Illustrations, artworks, and related creative media must be provided 

paralleled with student’s assignment in terms of art practice. 
4.3 Discussion and tutorial class will be organized before or during the class. 

 
5. Instruction Media 

5.1 Teaching Literature 
5.2 Handout PowerPoint 
5.3 Creative Media  

 
6. Assessment 

6.1 Learning observation assessment 
6.2 Quiz & Test/ Art practice/ Exercise 

  6.3 Examination 
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Chapter 2 
Eastern Art and its relationship to the Development of Thai Art  

  
 Indian and Chinese philosophy have played the significant role in Eastern Art for 
long time which multicultural and its concept of beliefs could be noticed through diversity 
of creative forms. In parallel, there was the similarity in terms of religious philosophy for 
instance, Brahman and Hindu, Taoist and the supernatural belief. 
 According to the diversity of art process and its outcomes of each Asian country, 
there was the tangible identity that could be disclosed due to the applied creative forms, 
the neat local craftsmanship, and so on. Even though, Asian art dominated by naturalism 
concept but the emphasized imagination and its forms of creative processes becoming the 
core characteristic which resulted in forms of art representation balanced by religious 
purpose and the concept of supernatural belief, especially, the creation of Buddha images 
of each local.   
  

 
 

Figure 2.1 The picture of Southern Indian woman, 1540  
(Reference : www.bloggang.com, 2015) 
  

http://www.bloggang.com/
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2.1 Introduction to Eastern Art 
 Through the study of Eastern art, it could be divided into 2 parts which influenced 
by core ancient culture of Asia, there were; 
 1. The Indian Culture 
 The tangible cultural evidences might be revealed through artworks in each country 
such as Thailand, Myanmar, Indonesia, Lao, and so on. 
 2. The Chinese Culture 
 The cultural influences were disclosed through artworks appeared in each country 
for instance, Vietnam, Korea, and Japan. 
  
 2.1.1 Eastern culture and its influences through visual art 
 Indian Painting 
 There was specific characteristic of Indian art which might be influenced by cultural 
philosophy and its concept that shined through the use of human figure in order to interpret 
the content, in other word, storytelling is the art’s objective that narrative by figures and the 
constructive background. Furthermore, not only the utilization of neat designed figures as 
the painting’s focal point was the Indian art identity, also the use of elegant decorative 
elements and unique landscape and palace constructive background in order to support 
and making figures stand out paralleled with its interpretation.   
 In terms of the principle of design in art, composition managing and harmonizing 
was the key elements appearing in group of Indian cultural heritage country and its painting 
style as focal pointed human figures’ narration. In addition, there was the use of plain color 
without dimensional toning presenting timeless atmosphere and the outlining that become 
the key point paralleled with constructive background and unique landscape. On the other 
hands, there was also the use of colorful components with outlining in the Indian style of 
painting in order to create the outstanding painting which could be discovered through the 
popular mural painting alongside with religious manuscript illustration. 
  
 Chinese Painting 
 In 1993, Soonpongsri stated that the 1918 Beijing pre-historical man discovery by 
Swedish geologist, J. G. Anderson had led to the Chinese cultural disclosure through the 
Chinese long history of cultural evolution from Pre-History Period to Early Civilization Period 
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and its relationships to the genesis of society, agriculture, instrument invention, ceramics and 
pottery, and so on answering all kinds of discussion and presumption of Chinese culture and 
its origin.     
 Through the study of Yang Shao and Lung Shan culture, the exploration had 
resulted in the knowledge revealed that there were the origin of ancient community 
between 22,00-17,00 B.C. which there was the civilization specializing in ceramics, pottery 
coloring using geometric form and organic form decorating which earth tone color such as 
white, red, black, and red brown were popular. 
 In addition, Yang Shao culture dominated the territory over the Southeastern of 
China developing alongside with Lung Shan culture which was civilized within the area of 
Northeastern of China. In terms of ceramics coloring, Lung Shan was unique creating black 
shining color as called “culture of Black pottery”, unlike the Yang Shao pottery coloring 
which colorful one was popular. 
 In early period of Shang Dynasty, Chinese art had developed from supernatural 
belief and the concept of Animism alongside with naturalism, believing in God of nature, the 
supreme God who created everything in this world, and also the 5 core fundamental 
elements of earth which was the earth balancing theory called as “Yang and Yin”. Then 
such belief was developed more complex through the creation of symbolism instead of 
natural organism, engraving the horoscopic symbols on turtleback, and animal symbolic 
sculpture as the guardian Gods.  
 Through such the way of life and its belief and philosophy, there was the invention 
of Chinese characters which become the important part of Chinese art later on. The Chinese 
characters was claimed as the symbols of the superb wisdom in terms of art as brilliant as 
painting that become most popular among the scholar and titled as Calligraphy. Moreover, 
in the beginning, Chinese calligraphy was utilized as picture symbols or pictograms that 
developed more advanced through the use of ideograms paralleled with pictograms as seen 
as in the present day.  
 In overall picture, Chinese painting might be composed of calligraphy and 
philosophical pictograms representing naturalism’s concept, landscape forms conveying the 
natural perfection through the images of forest, mountain, river, animal, birds, flower and 
leaf, and so on, especially, the Chinese bamboo leaf. In Chinese painting, black ink was the 
most popular using in order to harmoniously arrange the different tone of color as the major 
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part of the painting balancing with the other composed area shading with the tint color. 
 Beyond that, most of Chinese painting not only would symbolize through the 
natural images together with the philosophical calligraphy, but also the use of human figure 
would draw the story and lead to the whole concept of the painting without making 
themselves as the focal point or the major part of the painting followed the naturalism 
concept that there was nothing bigger than nature as the way of Taoism (Soonpongsri, K. 
1993: 14-36) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Chinese Ancient Calligraphy (Engraving on Turtleback).   
(Reference : www.thaichinese.ne, 2015)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3  Chinese style of painting, using pictograms and calligraphy in order to represent 
  the natural perfection’s philosophy followed the Taoism’s way of life.  
(Reference : www.bloggang.com, 2015)  

http://www.thaichinese.ne/
http://www.bloggang.com/
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 Indian Sculpture 
 Through the religious dissemination, Indian culture had won over the continent 
alongside with Buddhism and Brahman, which in other words, the religious images’ 
characteristic had been noticed as the concrete cultural form of evidence discovered 
through the regional Buddha images creation. In conversion, not only the religious artifact 
the Buddha images straightly were created followed the Indian cultural heritage, but the 
local wisdom had been applied together in order to interpret the unique local style of art 
making. In addition, local artist wisely combined together between new coming culture, the 
Indian culture and domestic knowledge or local taste becoming brand new style of artworks, 
the identity that represented the individual artistic skills, and local wisdom or national 
cultural identity as seen as in local craftsmanship and its fineness of Thai art. 
 On the other hands, not only appeared through the region, the Indian cultural 
influences had nationally played the crucial role in the diversity of art style depended on 
place and time, for example the Thai Buddha images making style were designed diversely 
through local artist’ creativeness based on the period of time’s taste becoming national 
sculpture outstanding identity. Most of them, the sculpture was uniquely produced by local 
natural materials through the use of various techniques such as modeling clay and metal 
casting, and wood and stone carving, in order to interpret the naturalism concept applying 
the artistic style of realism as same as the natural imitation. In addition, its sculpture’s 
characteristic would emphasize on the declined muscle body decorated with local 
decorative lines and invented artistic forms in order to represented the religious faith.  
  

 
Figure 2.4 Mathura art stone carving    
(Reference : www.601history.blogspot.com, 2015) 

http://www.601history.blogspot.com/
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Figure 2.5 The “Datong” Chinese’s cave carving sculpture 
(Reference : www.about108.com, 2015) 
 
 Chinese Sculpture 
 The Indian style of sculpture early had influenced on Chinese sculpture making, 
especially, the Buddha images making which obviously followed the Indian style from time 
to time included Gandhara era, Mathura era, Amritsar era, Kupta dynasty era, and so on. 
Constantly, the Chinese Buddha images were developed and influenced through the region 
included Japan, Korea, and other country in East Asia. On the top of that, as mentioned 
above the Buddha image making and its character would present uniquely through national 
cultural identity which would be developed based on the combination of Indian, Chinese, 
and local culture discovered and could be seen by the biggest Buddha image of Japan, “Di-
Buddhsu, the great”    

 

 
 

Figure 2.6 The Great, “Di-Buddhsu”, Japanese biggest Buddha Image Sculpture, city of  
 Kamakura.   
(Reference : www.palungdham.com, 2015) 

http://www.palungdham.com/
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 Eastern Architecture 
 Eastern architecture might be distinguished through its functions which could be 
noticed by habitation and religious construction that characteristically would be diversity 
based on fundamental each regional climate and geography. For instance, it was apparently 
like the most of wet and dry season in East Asia due to its location within the Tropic of 
Cancer area, and the unique character of Arid Climates that would cause the high rate of 
temperature gap between night and day time alongside with the different temperature 
during winter and summer. Hence, the character of eastern architecture might slightly 
different from the other region such as in India which was in the tropical climate. In other 
words, that its separation could be seen through the characteristic of gable roof or shed roof 
of eastern habitation and the Indian habitation that constructed based on weather 
variability. On the other hands, it was common that economic fundamental factor would 
cause the differences of architectural characteristic which apparently the palace or the 
castle of royal family would have been more elaborated and elegant than ordinary people’s 
houses which occurred all over the world.   
  

 
 
Figure 2.7 Taj Mahal, Agra city, India 
(Reference : www.pantip.com, 2015) 
 

http://www.pantip.com/
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Figure 2.8 Xuankong Temple, Datong city, China 
(Reference : www.about108.com, 2015) 
  
 There was the separation between habitation and religious construction indeed, 
which the objective itself of each type of architecture would reveal. In conversion, the 
temple or religious artifact might be created through the faith and belief forces that shined 
on the neat and elegant building and its decoration alongside with its permanent great size 
with concrete materials based on individual local economic status.  
 In other words, the religious construction would present the prosperity and 
sustainability of the religion through its size, materials, decoration, and artistic forms and 
skills for example Indian holy places and sanctuaries, Arjanta Cave Carving Sanctuary of 
Kupta Dynasty.    
 According to architecture or holy construction and its decoration, the objective and 
its concept definitely was counted on people’s faith and belief that obviously different from 
habitation building. In addition, the residence was for sure build based on the human’s basic 
needs, personal purposes such as emotional and functional aspects.  
 In contrast, creating the monastery and temple would focus on holy objective 
sacrificing with all resources paralleled with ambition and encouragement. Beyond that, 
even though, sometime secular factor would play significant role in the religious 
architectural construction followed the king or highest class elite’s desire, it would be the 
place that needed to be organized with religious purposes relating to disseminating and 

http://www.about108.com/
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maintaining the constant existence of the religion which the holy atmosphere was the basic 
requirement, then using painting and sculpture in order to decorate the architecture would 
do as religious serving and answered the purposes of social benefits.  
  

 
 
Figure 2.9 Arjanta Cave, the Kupta Era 
(Reference : www.travel.thaiza.com, 2015) 
 

2.2 Introduction to Thai Art 
 Thai art has developed through local wisdom establishment associated with 
multicultural societies of the South East Asian territory which significantly was influenced by 
Indian, Chinese, Phu-Gam (Burmese or Myanmar), Khmer (Cambodia), and other related 
cultures through becoming the ancient trading center of Siam (Thailand) itself for instance, 
Christian and Islamic belief, and so on could be noticed since ancient time.  
 There was such a long journey for Thai aesthetic foundation which was gradually 
developed through regional local culture, tradition, and customs associated with faith and 
belief and the way of life until then becoming a definition of “Thai-ness (Thai Identity)” 
where Buddhism has played the crucial roles in its progress. Furthermore, Thailand’s wealth 
and prosperity influenced by rich natural resources due to tropical monsoon region might 

http://www.travel.thaiza.com/
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lead to the well-known strong character of Thai as mentioned as people of “Land of 
Smiles”.  
 In addition, by art making process and concept analysis in terms of cultural 
influential elements, awareness can be disclosed that Thai high-minded characters has 
shined out through art practice included Lia-Thai (Thai Decorative Drawing) and Thai Mural 
Paintings which somehow could be seen by its neat and beauty representing stories and the 
way of life associated with Buddhism. 

 2.2.1 Thai Identity (Thai-ness) 
 Thai-ness could be seen through cultural roots and its development which 

interestingly shaped Thai identity and its relationships to art and culture. Furthermore, 

cultural blending was the Thai great ability which could be noticed by being good at 

learning, selecting, and applying the best aspects from surrounded influences such as 

tradition, custom, and belief of other cultures. As mentioned above, regional climate, 

Buddhist doctrine, and Thai regime of Absolute Monarchy in the past was an integrated 

creation of Thai-ness of that period of time to this present day. Thai identity might be 

identified through its relationships to political systems, religion, attitudes or perspectives, 

and especially their King culminating alongside the effects of globalization.  

 2.2.2 Thai Art 

 The development of Thai Art and its definition can be revealed through the 

relationships between artist (craftsman), and patron who in the past since ancient times up 

to early modern times were Thai Kings and royal family alongside with Buddhist temple 

which were the center of Thai communities. 

 In the past, Thai craftsman were considered as genuine artists creating great works of 

art classified as fine art which represented the diversity of the Thai supreme culture and 

wisdom. In other words, Thai artisans were not only the national treasures maker 

themselves but also cultural ambassadors producing and representing master pieces 
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reflecting the golden age of Thai culture and its use as the symbol of the country’s 

prosperity.  

 Unfortunately, at the present, Chang-Sib-Mhoo (artisan or master who created 10 

divisions of creative products or national treasures) cannot be equally accepted as a real 

artist or Silapin among Thai people’s point of views due to the lower class of art form and 

its other related aspects including process of making, popularity, and cultural trend. On the 

other hand, since “civilization” was the term that King Rama V (1853-1910) used to be the 

model to improve the Thai Kingdom to become a developed country avoiding colonization, 

paralleled with westernization which have changed Thai art education and core disciplines in 

terms of art making.  

 Generally speaking, pure art for Thai Society had to be classified and criticized in 

terms of its prestige within western knowledge standard and other related academic art 

theories which directly affected Thai traditional art making and led to its downtrend. Even 

though, Thai traditional art experienced less popularity for a long period of time since 

civilized and developed countries were promoted, in contrast, at this day, fortunately there 

were various official campaigns involved with Thai traditional art featuring Thai identity and 

its unique cultural characters to promote Thailand reputation as a dream destination for 

tourism purposes which led to the returning of Thai tradition art or cultural treasures and 

increased its popularity. Thai Chang-Sib-Mhoo cultural treasures productions which played 

the crucial roles in Thai image (Thai-ness) representing can be categorized into 10 divisions, 

there are: 

 1. Chang Kien (Drawing and Painting): drawing and painting created by artisan to serve 

monarchy and religious purposes; this could be noticed through mural painting and its 

related decorative works. 
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 2. Chang Kae (Engraving): included all kinds of engraving through the use of several 

materials such as metal, gold, silver, bronze, wood and so on becoming standalone crafts or 

jewelry or architecture decorative purposes. 

 3. Chang Pun (Sculpture): could be seen in its creation under religious purpose, 

cultural preservation, and a national treasures purpose that for instance, there were 

architecture decorative sculpture using local materials such as leaf, paper, plaster, metal, 

and so on alongside with decorative fruit and vegetable engravings. 

 4. Chang Hoon (Model): there were various Thai modeling included puppets and 

figures, masks, and stucco sculptural and architectural modeling. 

 5. Chang Kae Nang (Leather Figuring Carving): a storytelling media through the use of 

animal, plant, and figures images leather carving associated with light and shadow 

performing.  

 6. Chang Kleung (Turning): for instance, lathe working, carpentering, ivory carving. 

 7. Chang Poon (Plastering): plaster, and stucco. 

 8. Chang Hlor (Molding): Buddha images making, bronze and metal casting, clay and 

bee's wax modeling. 

 9. Chang Ruk (Lacquering): lacquer work, gilding, glass mosaic, mother-or-pearl inlay 

work, Buddha images, wooden panels carving and pictorial gilding. 

 10. Beating: metal beating, monk's bowl making, jewelers, and silversmith. 

  2.2.2.1 Jitragum Thai (Thai Traditional Drawing and Painting; Thai Mural 

Painting) 

  Jitragum Thai was categorized into fine art which represented pure beauty 

and aesthetic underneath Thai culture and its Buddhist influences which through its study 
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might be the contribution associated with Thai awareness in terms of history, religion, 

tradition, custom, and way of life.  

  On the other hands, Jitragum Thai was created within the objectives that 

included not only architectural decorative purpose, but also religious purpose which Buddha 

and his stories have played a crucial role alongside with Buddhist Doctrine. Furthermore, 

Thai traditional drawing and painting or Jitragum Thai was significantly useful for Buddhist 

evangelism which in the past, most of Thai was lacking but could be able to understand its 

doctrine which regularly was in the abstract form through the use of symbolism. In other 

words, Jitragum Thai which combined with drawing and painting represented Buddhist 

doctrine through the use of pictorial storytelling. 

  Through the study of Thai traditional drawing and painting characters 

paralleled with its techniques and form, the finding could be revealed that Jitragum Thai 

originally was created by the combination between drawing ( lines and its exquisite delicacy) 

and painting ( the use of symbolism of color related to Buddhist belief) within artist control 

which led to its definition as mentioned below; 

  Jitragum Thai (Thai traditional drawing and painting) was the creation using 

line and color to represent symbolism and stories associated with Buddhist doctrine, Thai 

culture and way of life in order to develop awareness among Thai under an artist control 

and his invention in terms of contents, technics, and form becoming great unique character 

of Thai drawing and painting called “Jitragum Thai”. 

  Furthermore, Thai traditional drawing and painting could be observed through 

several kinds of form such as decorative painting of architecture for instance, mural painting 

on the Buddhist temple walls, palaces, and other related significant places, alongside with 

book illustrations, scrolls and canvases, religious decorative furniture and other instruments, 

and so on. 
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  Form and style of Jitragum Thai (Thai Traditional Drawing and Painting) 

  As mentioned above, Thai were good at applying all kinds of wisdom from 

several cultures such as the Indian, Chinese, Burmese, Khmer and other related cultures in 

South East Asian and used them as resources for their own culture development which 

shined out through Thai art and its form and style. In other words, Jitragum Thai was 

developed through the use of diversity of cultures and its influences becoming their own 

style and art form which there would be great character for instance; 

  1. Idealistic surrealist style  

  Through its well-known reputation of Thai traditional drawing and painting 

identity, artisan developed the character of main figures through the use of dramatic posing 

or posture to represent surrealistic style of characters, or in other words, emotional 

representation could be noticed by leading figures’ posing rather than realistic style of faces 

shaped or its feature.  

  In contrast, the use of western realistic style in Thai Traditional painting 

creating main figures’ character which emotional symbolism could be seen through facial 

presenting; for example, Yak or Marn (the bad villain leading figures) characters 

development was created in order to present its muscularity and cruelty through their face 

shapes and its details.   

  Furthermore, the animal symbolism was created by capturing its identity and 

unique characters and the use of artist own ideas or style of character developing. On the 

other hand, water symbolism development in Thai traditional painting, without western 

style, local artist designed the so called “Lai Klet Pla (Fish Scale Decorative Design)” 

decoration as the constant overlapping lines representing character of water waves instead 

of realistic styles using light and shadow followed the academic western style.  

  In terms of Thai traditional drawing and paintings, it could be concluded that 

Thai artist created an art form through the use of their own idea and imagination developing 
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the narrative underneath Buddhist and multiculturalism influences which later on its style 

was accepted as Thai identity with neat and fineness, and sublimity of art form.  

  2. Bird’s Eye View Perspective Usage  

  There was the usage of aerial perspective in Thai traditional painting to 

support people to have a clear vision of the narrative picture (the ability to see through all 

details of image) which was different from western styles where perspective usage resulted 

in complexity of images. 

  3. Lack of perspective  

  The narrative images were created by a two dimensional art form. In addition, 

the use of western academic style following theory of perspective was not yet introduced, 

in conversion, the association with flat color usage and color toning were arranged and 

applied to main figures painting without theory of light and shadow, proportion. On the 

other hand, the use of gold leaf and outlining the main figure with different tone of colors 

was the trend to present the focusing figure and surrounded the area associated with great 

artistic skills highlighting as veteran or master of that field.  

  4. The use of “Sin Thao” Line  

  There were the use of decorative designed line making scenario separation or 

connection and other related symbols such as rocks, trees, and the sky and so on to 

separate or join the narrative part which represent each story related to Buddhist myths. 

  Furthermore, Sin Thao Line could be used as for each painting’s working area 

identification due to its unity in terms of composition management, design and concept 

which each artist had to deal with. 
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  5. The use of repetition of symbols 

  To encourage people to recognize the important stories in Sha-dok (Buddhist 

myth or ancient stories of Buddha) was popular among Thai artist or painting masters where 

similar narrative and composition were keywords. 

  6. Decorative Thai Design  

  The decorative drawing was inspired by natural or organic forms, developed 

and used as space management and its problem solving tool. In other words, as known as 

narrative character of Thai Traditional Painting using figures as focal point for storytelling 

alongside with symbols such as rocks, trees, ponds, clouds, and others to unify the picture, 

Kra-Jang, and Kra Nok (Thai Decorative Design) were the best tools to manage the space. 

 

Figure 2.10 “Sin Thao” Line Usage in Thai mural Painting  

(Reference: http://www.laksanathai.com/book4/p172.aspx, 2017) 

http://www.laksanathai.com/book4/p172.aspx
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  In terms of Thai traditional painting creation, all artisans basically needed to 

practice specific ancient drawing skills for instance, the drawing of Kra Nok, Naree, krabi, and 

Ka Cha which could be described as details below; 

  1. Kra Nok:  

  It was the practice and experiences of Thai basic decorative drawing 

especially Ka Nok Sam Tua, Ka Nok Bai Ted, Ka Nok Pael (Three Major Thai Decorative 

Drawing or Design) to learn about relationships of line and its composition that might lead to 

Thai traditional drawing awareness and its expertise. 

 

Figure 2.11 Kra Nok Image 

(Reference: Thai Junior Encyclopedia Project By Royal Command of H.M. the King: Volume 4, 
page 25-27) 

  2. Naree:  

  Due to Thai style of painting which figures usage as key elements of 

storytelling was its character, all artists had to study about figures which consisted of Tua 

Phra ( Male Leading Figure), Tua Nang ( Female Leading Figure), Te Wa Da ( God), Nang Fah 

(Goddess or angel), and figures of  ordinary people. Moreover, in the process of skill 
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improvement, young artists should be introduced and trained through first steps of face 

outlining or detailing which is normally conveyed with no feelings and follow by figure 

posing which is supposed to be a key element of expression. In addition, not only are the 

major figures drawing were significant, but also Pap Kak (ordinary people images) was 

required to draw alongside with Pap Jap (the fighting and foreplay scenario) as it is part of 

practice. 

 

Figure 2.12 Pap Jap (the fighting and foreplay scenario)  

(Reference: Thai Junior Encyclopedia Project By Royal Command of H.M. the King: Volume 4, 

page 25-27) 

  3. Krabi:  

  It was the study of half-human figures drawing which in its development was 

required the particular practice started with Ling ( Half-Monkey Figure), and then followed by 

other related half-human figures that would be useful skills for the painting of Ramayana( 

the story of Thai Traditional ancient myth influenced by Indian culture). 
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Figure 2.13 Ling (Half-Monkey Figure) and Yak (Idealistic Giant Figure) 

(Reference: Thai Junior Encyclopedia Project By Royal Command of H.M. the King: Volume 4, 

page 25-27) 

  4. Ka Cha:  

  It was the animal, and other designed animal decorative images drawing 

began with Ka Cha or Chang (Elephant image) and then aftermath constantly practiced by 

smaller animal figures.  

 

Figure 2.14 Ka cha (Elephant) Image, and designed animal decorative images 

(Reference: Thai Junior Encyclopedia Project By Royal Command of H.M. the King: Volume 4, 
page 25-27) 
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   2.2.2.2 Lia-Thai (Thai Decorative Drawing) 

  Lia Thai was developed through natural observation of Thai artist which the 

use of organic form was the key elements of Thai Decorative drawing. In order to create 

decorative drawing, Thai artists applied natural forms such as leaf and flower into its design 

where lotus, leafs, and fire forms were regularly found as references.  

  Due to Thai culture, Thai artists followed the tradition and customs 

influenced by Buddhism which consulted in decorative design’s inspiration related to faith 

and the usage of belief symbolism. In other words, the Thai way of life not only was 

developed through Buddhist doctrine, but with respect to nature which led to the use of 

symbolism associated with organic forms representing holy design.  

  In addition, the use of lotus forms as reference to design decorative drawing 

was popular among Thai artists alongside with local Thai leaf forms and the characters of 

fire. The objective of Thai drawing design was not only the architecture’s decoration, but 

furniture and jewelry, and household appliances decoration as well which basic Lai Thai 

called Mae Lai such as Lai Kra Jang, Lai Pra Jum Yam, Lai Dao, Lai Pum, and Lai Kra Nok 

Sam Tua could be noticed as the basic decorative design. 

  Foundation of Lai Thai 

  The main elements of Lai Thai could be divided into several designs for 

instance; 

1. Kra Jang Fun Pla or Phan Pla;  

It was the shape of triangle contained within four-square grid which was the basic 

design used in Thai drawings and paintings. 

2. Kra Jang Ta Aoi;  

It was the organic based form similar to symmetrical triangle in four-square grids 

shaped by curve lines and zigzag marks in the center. 

3. Kra Jang Bai Ted; 
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There was the similar character to Kra Jang Ta Aoi which was the symmetrical triangle 

in four-square grid shaped by a curved line and zigzags marked in the middle but 

contained more decorative designs inside like the combination of lotus flower shapes 

base or petals of the lotus blossom. In addition, there was the way to scale up the 

designed shape or more design adding called “Khang Singha” appeared as the 

attachment of related form into its design where harmonization was the key 

elements in its engagement representing artist’s expertise. 

4. Kra jang Hoo  

It was the Lai Thai “Kra Jang Bai Ted” design located in rectangle grid which divided 

in its scale as 3 parts by height and 2 parts by its width. In addition, there was a 

symmetrical triangle Kra Jang Bai Ted shape on the top area of grid, and then there 

were other 2 parts below on both sides (left and right) as its foundation. 

5. Kra Jang Ruan 

It was almost the same shape and proportion of Kra Jang Hoo, but a bit different in 

terms of its apex which was upside down and could be designed into left direction 

or the opposite. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.15 Lai Thai “Kra Jang” Images 

(Reference: http://introductiontothai606.myreadyweb.com, 2017) 
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6. Pum Khao Bin 

It was the shape combined with two Kra Jang Bai Ted design within the grid scaled as 

3 parts height and 2 parts width. Furthermore, in the top area of grid (2 parts) was 

created through Kra Jang Bai Ted shape but slightly different due to its proportion 

(shorter) and engaged with other similar upside down form, then surrounded with 

related decorative design as appeared in Kra Jang Bai Ted called “ Khang Singha” 

(the way to scale up the decorative shape or more designs adding in Kra Jang Bai 

Ted). 

 
 

Figure 2.16 Lai Thai “Pum Khao Bin” Images 

(Reference: https://sites.google.com/site, 2017) 

 

7. Pra Jum Yam  

Lai Pra Jum Yam was the decorative drawing within a square that consisted of a circle 

in the middle and then was surrounded with 4 Kra Jang Bai Ted petal shape. 
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Figure 2.17 Lai Thai “Pra Jum Yam” Images 

(Reference: https://jomjamp.wordpress.com, 2017) 

 

8. Rag Roi 

It was the decorative design created by the engagement of Lai Pra Jum Yam and Kra 

Jang Bai Ted which might gradually be placed side by side in the horizontal direction 

as the artist’s requirement. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.18 Lai Thai “Rag Roi” Images 

(Reference: https://kamonnat55.wordpress.com, 2017) 
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9. Bua Ngai and Bua Kwam  

It was the decorative drawing shaped by Kra Jang Ta Aoi and Kra Jang Bai Ted design 

continuously laid side by side in horizontal direction as wide as artist’s desire and 

then completed the design with Kra Jang Tua Ham (Decorative shape similar to Kra 

Jang Bai Ted but slightly different in terms of the use of size, shape and perspective 

distortion). In addition, there would be design fulfillments through the use of Kra 

Jang Shape ( only the apex area) insert in the space between symmetrical form of 

Kra Jang Bai Ted or Kra Jang Ta Aoi which could be harmonized and continuously 

added by the form of apex of Kra Jang till completed. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.19 Lai Thai “Bua Ngai and Bua Kwam” Images 

(Reference: https://kamonnat55.wordpress.com, 2017) 

 

10. Ka Nok Sam Tua; 

It was the significant basic Lai (Thai Decorative Drawing) or design for foundation Thai 

traditional drawing which could develop more designs from this shape. In terms of Ka 

Nok Sam Tua outline, natural observation and its imitation played the crucial roles of 

its design which consisted of 3 similar shapes of flame alongside with inside 
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decorative, two of them worked as the foundation and combined with blaze shape 

decorative apex. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.20 Lai Thai “Ka Nok Sam Tua” Images 

(Reference: https://kamonnat55.wordpress.com, 2017) 

 

11. Ka Nok Bai Ted; 

There was the similar development of shape as Ka Nok Sam Tua which focused on 

design spreading by attached with Bai Ted (Leaf Form Triangle shape) or Khang 

Singha. 

 
 

Figure 2.21:  Lai Thai “Ka Nok Bai Ted” Images 

(Reference: https://kamonnat55.wordpress.com, 2017) 
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Summary 

2.1 Introduction to Eastern Art 
 Indian and Chinese philosophy have played the significant role in Eastern Art for long 
time which multicultural and its concept of beliefs could be noticed through diversity of 
creative forms. In parallel, there was the similarity in terms of religious philosophy for 
instance, Brahman and Hindu, Taoist and the supernatural belief. 
 Through the study of Eastern art, It could be divided into 2 parts which influenced by 
core ancient culture of Asia, there were; 
 1. The Indian Culture 
 2. The Chinese Culture 
 2.1.1 Eastern culture and its influences through visual art 
 Indian Painting 
 Storytelling is the Indian art’s objective that narrative by figures and the constructive 
background. In other words, the utilization of neat designed figures as the painting’s focal 
point becoming the Indian art identity, paralleled with the use of elegant decorative 
elements and unique landscape and palace constructive background in order to support 
and making figures stand out paralleled with its interpretation. 
 Chinese Painting 
 In overall picture, Chinese painting might be composed of calligraphy and 
philosophical pictograms representing naturalism’s concept, landscape forms conveying the 
natural perfection through the images of forest, mountain, river, animal, birds, flower and 
leaf, and so on, especially, the Chinese bamboo leaf. In Chinese painting, black ink was the 
most popular using in order to harmoniously arrange the different tone of color as the major 
part of the painting balancing with the other composed area shading with the tint color. 
 Indian Sculpture 
 Through the religious dissemination, Indian culture had won over the continent 
alongside with Buddhism and Brahman, which in other words, the religious images’ 
characteristic had been noticed as the concrete cultural form of evidence discovered by the 
regional Buddha images creation. In addition, not only the religious artifact the Buddha 
images straightly were created followed the Indian cultural heritage, but the local wisdom 
had been applied together in order to interpret the unique local style of art making. 
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 Chinese Sculpture 
 The Chinese style of sculpture early had been influenced by Indian sculpture making, 
especially, the Buddha images creating which obviously followed the Indian style from time 
to time. Then the Chinese Buddha images constantly were developed and influenced 
through the region included Japan, Korea, and other country in East Asia. 
 Eastern Architecture 
 Eastern architecture might be distinguished through its functions which could be 
noticed by habitation and religious construction that characteristically would be diversity 
based on fundamental each regional climate and geography.   
  
2.2 Introduction to Thai Art 
 There was such a long journey for Thai aesthetic foundation which was gradually 
developed through regional local culture, tradition, and customs associated with faith and 
belief and the way of life until then becoming a definition of “Thai-ness (Thai Identity)” 
where Buddhism has played the crucial roles in its progress. 
 2.2.1 Thai Identity (Thai-ness) 
 As mentioned above, regional climate, Buddhist doctrine, and Thai regime of 
Absolute Monarchy in the past was an integrated creation of Thai-ness of that period of time 
to this present day. Thai identity might be identified through its relationships to political 
systems, religion, attitudes or perspectives, and especially their King culminating alongside 
the effects of globalization. 
 2.2.2 Thai Art 
 In the past, Thai craftsman were considered as genuine artists creating great works of 

art classified as fine art which represented the diversity of the Thai supreme culture and 

wisdom. Unfortunately, at the present, Chang-Sib-Mhoo (artisan or master who created 10 

divisions of creative products or national treasures) cannot be equally accepted as a real 

artist or Silapin among Thai people’s point of views due to the lower class of art form and 

its other related aspects including process of making, popularity, and cultural trend. In other 

words, pure art for Thai Society had to be classified and criticized in terms of its prestige 

within western knowledge standard and other related academic art theories which directly 

affected Thai traditional art making and led to its downtrend. 
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  2.2.2.1 Jitragum Thai (Thai Traditional Drawing and Painting or Thai Mural 
Painting) 

  Jitragum Thai was categorized into fine art which represented pure beauty 

and aesthetic underneath Thai culture and its Buddhist influences which through its study 

might be the contribution associated with Thai awareness in terms of history, religion, 

tradition, custom, and way of life. In other words, Jitragum Thai was developed through the 

use of diversity of cultures and its influences becoming their own style and art form which 

there would be great character for instance; 

  1. Idealistic surrealist style 

  2. Bird’s Eye View Perspective Usage  

  3. Lack of perspective  

  4. The use of “Sin Thao” Line  

  5. The use of repetition of symbols 

  6. Decorative Thai Design  

  2.2.2.2 Lia-Thai (Thai Decorative Drawing) 

  In order to create decorative drawing, Thai artists applied natural forms such 

as leaf and flower into its design where lotus, leafs, and fire forms were regularly found as 

references. In other words, the Thai way of life not only was developed through Buddhist 

doctrine, but with respect to nature which led to the use of symbolism associated with 

organic forms representing holy design. 

  Foundation of Lai Thai 

  The main elements of Lai Thai could be divided into several designs for 

instance; 
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1. Kra Jang Fun Pla or Phan Pla  

2. Kra Jang Ta Aoi  

3. Kra Jang Bai Ted 

4. Kra jang Hoo  

5. Kra Jang Ruan 

6. Pum Khao Bin 

7. Pra Jum Yam 

8. Rag Roi 

9. Bua Ngai and Bua Kwam 

10. Ka Nok Sam Tua 

11. Ka Nok Bai Ted 
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Chapter Two Exercise 
 
1. What is the concept of Eastern Art?  
2. How did the core ancient culture of Asia such as Indian and Chinese influence on Asian 
art? Please explain 
3. Could you describe about the specific characteristic of Indian art?  
4. How did Chinese art develop in terms of painting, and what is its characteristic?  
5. How did the religious dissemination and its relationship to Indian sculpture play the 
crucial role on creating Thai and other related country in Southeast Asia’s Buddha Image ? 
6. What is the character of Eastern Buddha image development and its relationship to 
Chinese sculpture?  
7. What is the definition of Thai-ness and its relationship to Thai art development?  
8. What is the unique Thai traditional art characteristic, in other words, what is the form and 
style of Jitragum Thai (Thai Traditional Drawing and Painting)? 
9. In terms of Lia-Thai (Thai Decorative Drawing), what would be the inspiration and 
references artist used to create it?  
10. What are the main elements of Lai Thai, could you discuss about it?  

 

Art Practice 

1. Through Chapter 2 study, student might find yourself an inspiration working on art practice 

and produce some opened-techniques work of art representing your understanding of 

Eastern Art and its relationship to Thai Art’s Development within the contemporary art 

context (What would be the beauty and value of Thai traditional Art in your point of view?). 

1.1 Size of artwork: 40x60 cm 

1.2 Technique: Opened- Techniques 

1.3 Concept:  Artist’s Individual point of view reflecting Thai Art characteristic and its value. 

1.4 Due Date: Week Four 
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Chapter 3 Instruction Planning 
   

Visual Art Theory, the Element of Art and its relationship to Art 
Composition        3 Period 
   
 Introduction to Visual Art Theory 
   1. The definition of visual art, and visual perception 
   2. The element of art and its relationship to composition 
     
     
 1. Contents 

1.1 The definition of visual art, and visual perception 
1.2 The element of art and its relationship to composition 

 
2. General Objective 

2.1  To provide the student the understanding of Visual Art theory, 
and visual perception.   

2.2  To provide the student the understanding of the element of art 
and its relationship to composition. 

 
 3. Behavioral objectives 

3.1  Student may appreciate and get to know Visual Art theory and 
the process of art making, realizing its contribution and be able to apply it 
into daily life. 

3.2  Student may be encouraged to experience the process of art 
making and its relationships to value of art through art reproduction and 
practice. 
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3.3  Student may be capable of coping with self-development aspect 
including attitude, skills, and related wisdom in order to embark on the 
project within the work context.  

 
4. Learning Activities 

4.1 Lecturing is the key element using proper media and technologies. 
4.2 Illustrations, artworks, and related creative media must be 

provided paralleled with student’s assignment in terms of art practice. 
4.3 Discussion and tutorial class will be organized before or during the 

class. 
 

5. Instruction Media 
5.1 Teaching Literature 
5.2 Handout PowerPoint 
5.3 Creative Media  

 
6. Assessment 

6.1 Learning observation assessment 
6.2 Quiz & Test/ Art practice/ Exercise 

  6.3 Examination 
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Chapter 3 
Visual Art Theory, the Element of Art and its relationship to Art 

Composition  
  
 In order to understand the process of art making, we needed to have the 
knowledge of artistic process such as composition which there would be some 
information related to art elements consisted of core materials using for creative 
production, for instance lines, shape and form, light and shadow, and texture. In 
other words, in order to evaluate and criticize an artwork would need to have the 
process of study of Visual Art Theory, the Element of Art and its relationship to 
composition and the Principle of Design in Art alongside with the study of artist’s 
background, concept and its inspiration, art making techniques, and so on.  
 

 
Figure 3.1 Basic Art Compositions 
(Reference: http://slideplayer.com/slide/10658900/, 2017) 

http://slideplayer.com/slide/10658900/
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3.1 Visual Art Theory 
 Soonpongsri (2012: 196) stated that visual art was defined recently in order 
to describe the work of art which created within the rules of human physical 
perception or sense perception in order to reach the artwork’s aesthetical value or 
its beauty. In addition, visual art was categorized as a part of Fine Art which produced 
underneath the emotional and psychological purposes. In terms of its definition, he 
highlighted that visual art was the art creation based on the rules of perception 
related to visualization and its relationship to art appreciation. Visual Art was defined 
through the qualification of its tangibility and space integration which there was 5 
categorizes included Painting, Sculpture, Printmaking, Architecture, and Mixed Media 
Art.     
 3.1.1 Painting 
 Painting was kind of art that reflecting the idea and expression through the 
painting and its brushstroke in order to unite and harmonize the composition on the 
two dimensional surface.  
 Soonpongsri (2012: 242) also highlighted that painting was the drawing and 
painting on two dimensional surface through the use of color symbolism which 
entirely was the shape and form and color combination organized by an artist 
individually that followed by significant principle such as; 
 1. There would be various materials usage as the painting surface included 
canvas, wood, paper, metal sheet, and so on in order to answer the functional and 
intentional purposes followed the artist requirement, in other words, the use of any 
material might appropriately match the specific qualification of color and techniques.  
 2. There would be the use of paint or color diversely depending on the 
type and its qualification of the surface for example oil color, watercolor, acrylic 
color, pastel color, and so on. 
 3 . There would be the wide range usage of tools or instruments such as 
brushes, and pallet knife, and so on. 
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 4 .  The use of medium liquid which based on the qualification of each 
pigments usage could be seen. 
 5. There might be the use of varnish coating to cover the surface of painting 
in order to keep the painting last longer. 
 

 
Figure 3.2 “Spiritual Identity: the Overlays Memories No.8”, Ohm Pattanachoti, 
Acrylic on Canvas, 150x180cm, 2016  
(Reference: Ohm Pattanachoti, 2017) 
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 3.1.2 Sculpture 
 Soonpongsri (2012: 261-263) mentioned that sculpture was the kind of  
three dimensional forms of artwork represented the individual idea through the use 
of various techniques such as sculpture, carving, casting, welding, and so on. In terms 
of creation, artistic composition would play the significant rule in order to balance 
and handle on materials included wood, rock, clay, cement and plaster, metal, and 
so on which might interpret the aesthetical beauty through three dimensional form 
paralleled with its concepts for instance social context, cultural issues, and 
psychological aspects.  
 Moreover, sculpture was categorized as a part of Fine Art through its quality 
and potential of development in terms of aesthetical value which could be divided 
into 2 types followed its character, there were; 
  1. Static sculpture 
 It was the character of sculpture that its body was attached with base as 
the way of its production could be seen from time to time even though, it might 
present the movement or kinetic performance.  
 2. Movement or kinetic sculpture 
 It was the contemporary sculpture that designed to create the diverse 
directional movement by natural forces such as wind, watercourse or mechanical 
and human forces in order to represent its characteristic whereas the body of the 
sculpture still attached with base or in other words, the sculpture’s multiple 
positioning replacements was occurred differently from the ground to other 
interesting spots included celling, wall, and so on. 
 Sculpture might be distinguished into 5 different forms followed its 
dimensions such as; 
 1. Bas relief (Low relief) Sculpture 
 It was the character of sculpture which its dimension or the height of form 
was the low level for example, coins, medals, badges, and so on. 
 2. Middle relief (Demi relief, Half relief) Sculpture 
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 It was the type sculpture that its dimension or the height of form was in the 
average between Low relief and High relief level. 
 3. High relief Sculpture 
 It was the character of sculpture that there was the height of its form or the 
distance between base and the edge of sculpture as half as of the whole sculpture 
which it could be seen through the sculpture decorating the religious architecture, 
general building, monuments for instance,  Decorated stucco sculpture of Chiang Mai 
Chet Yod temple’s pagoda. 
 4. Sunk or Concave relief Sculpture 
 There was the character of sculpture with its surface carving or the 
decorated depth line of craving on the surface of the sculpture. 
 5.  Sculpture in the round, Round Sculpture or Stand-alone Sculpture 
 It was the free-standing based sculpture that audiences could walk around 
appreciating its beauty which there was such as the realistic figurative sculpture, 
Buddha image round sculpture, the portrait of elite or high class person’s sculpture, 
royal family’s sculpture, and national important person monument, and so on. 
 Beyond that, at the present day the kind of sculpture categorized as 
Installation Art or Mobile Art popularly might be noticed amongst others within the 
art field. (Sculpture, http://th.wikipedia.org, 2015) 

 
Figure 3.3 Egyptian Art; Low Relief Sculpture  
(Reference : www.thaigoodview.com, 2015) 

http://th.wikipedia.org/
http://www.thaigoodview.com/
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Figure 3 .4  Decorated stucco sculpture of Chiang Mai Chet Yod temple’s pagoda, 
 Chaing Mai Province, Thailand 
(Reference : www.adenaline.exteen.com, 2015)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 “Praya Mang Rai” the founder of Chiang Rai City’s Monument,  Chaing Rai 
 Province, Thailand 
(Reference : www.pantip.com, 2015) 

http://www.google.co.th/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=BRK0WR1aINqNyM&tbnid=wrUz-8Flxk73ZM:&ved=0CAQQjB0&url=http%3A%2F%2Fadenaline.exteen.com%2F20061112%2Fentry-1&ei=QUWqU7SBI8O-uASX94GAAg&bvm=bv.69620078,d.c2E&psig=AFQjCNHTkccwxSVSqRnP0mQeGQ2W52BSXQ&ust=1403754169130691
http://www.pantip.com/
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 3.1.3 Printmaking 
 Sa-nguen Rodboon (1981: 85-94) said that printmaking was the process of 
art making related to printing and categorized into graphic art which the picture’s 
composition and its decoration through the use of printing mold played the crucial 
role in creative process. In addition, printmaking was characterized by its identity that 
similar to painting and photography which was the two dimension work. 
 In contrary, printmaking would be separated from painting in terms of its 
unique process that in painting, painter might draw on the surface of canvas or any 
materials with the color by tools such as brushes in order to create the images, but 
in printmaking, first of all the mold would be organized and then printmaking process 
related to images’ production would be generated followed artist’s desire. 
 Printmaking art could be divided into 3 different forms depended on the 
quality of each mold’s surface, there were; 
  1.  Relief printing 
 2.  Intaglio printing 
 3.  Flat surface printing 
  
 3.1.3.1 Relief Printing  
 The Relief Printing was the oldest process of printing initiated by Chinese 
since 9th century which later on it widely was spread through the region and 
Japanese become the expert in printmaking and developed it as the national identity 
in terms of its techniques and art forms. Eventually, Western style of painting 
impressionism accepted Japanese printmaking character as the path and the core 
influence in order to apply and develop its concept and techniques becoming the 
popular artistic trend at that time of 19th century  
 Woodblock 
 In this type of printmaking, woodblock started with the process of mold 
carving, in other words, it was the drawing on surface of plate with stylus tracer in 
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order to create a designed image and transferred it on the paper through the use of 
printmaking inks.  
 To describe deeper, it was the process of printmaking using the carving 
designed mold in order to produce image with the technique of ink transfer which its 
decoration would appeared by ink on the entire designed area not carving lines (in 
the process of ink transfer, the area of carving line on mold surface would contained 
no ink then appearing as the white space on the paper).  
 Later on, the woodblock technique constantly was developed becoming 
Collagraph technique through the use of collage procedure generating high relief 
dimensional form on the surface of the mold.   
 In terms of other technique of printmaking, Colored Woodcut was one of 
the interesting techniques, used to create images on the paper through the use of 5 
different molds in order to meet the requirement of 5 different designed colors.  

 
Figure 3.6 Wood block, Printmaking Printing  
(Reference: http://www.amandagordonmiller.com/blog/category/akua%20kolor, 2017) 

http://www.amandagordonmiller.com/blog/category/akua%20kolor
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 3.1.3.2 Intaglio Printing 
 Intaglio printing was the process of art making which consisted of various 
techniques such as; 
 Dry point  
 It was the process of image making through the use of steel point, the 
instrument that created the depth on surface of the mold as the designed shapes 
and forms. In addition, the process of images transfer would be through the use of 
the printmaking inks application and its techniques of wiping off in the area of no 
carving lines in order to letting ink come off and transfer through the humidity within 
the paper’s surface becoming the designed images. Moreover, the materials such as 
the bronze sheet, brass sheet, and aluminum and metal sheet were popular in the 
process of mold’s creation. 
 

  
 
Figure 3.7 Drypoint, Printmaking Techniques 
(Reference: http://www.greendoor-printmaking.co.uk/courses/glossary-
browse/courses-type-drypoint, 2017) 
   
 
 
 Etching  

http://www.greendoor-printmaking.co.uk/courses/glossary-browse/courses-type-drypoint
http://www.greendoor-printmaking.co.uk/courses/glossary-browse/courses-type-drypoint
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 Some other techniques like etching had played the significant role in 
printmaking art, creating the images through the use of plate’s carving in order to 
have the designed image which was mostly similar to dry point technique but extra-
process needed for example, the process of “Etching Ground”. Through its 
techniques, it would be the procedure of surface protection which the etching plate 
would be covered by chemical substance. Then the designed images would be 
created through the chemical process, unprotected area would allow having acid 
pickling plate completed the etching plate, and then followed by the dry point 
technique transferring the images to paper as requirement. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.8 Etching, Printmaking Techniques 
(Reference:http://www.wretchedetcher.com/etching-tutorial/etching-hard-
ground.html, 2017) 
   
 Engraving  
 Some other related technique that there was the combination through the 
use of wooden plate and metal plate which the plate carving would be produced by 
the “Burin or Stylus” the tools that had the specific character of “V” shape knife and 
its marks on plate. Furthermore, using etching techniques of chemical processes, the 
protected area by etching ground and the unprotected area dragging by stylus knife 
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would be applied alongside with ink transfer process and its relation to images 
appearing on the paper as the process of shape and form or decoration transfer 
which designed by an artist. 
  
 3.1.3.3 Flat Surface Printing 
 There were various techniques within the Flat Surface Printing which 
included; 
 Lithography  
 It was the specific technique creating printing images through the use of 
natural phenomenon law, chemical reaction between grease repel and water which 
printing ink would appear as designed shape and form within the wax drawing or 
grease repel area, in conversion, the area that soaked by water could not absorb the 
ink and appear as the images. 
 

 
Figure 3.9 Lithography, Printmaking Techniques 
(Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/saheemanwar/lithography-44426969, 2017) 
 Silk Screen 
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 Silk Screen was the printmaking technique using stencil process which the 
procedure of images production would completed through the use of film shield in 
order to block ink getting through the silk surface as designed area and then when 
the color wiping on the surface was done, the color would get through only the 
designed area appearing as the planned images.   
 In the process of silkscreen plate’s image drafting, there would begin by 
drawing on stencil paper by black ink, and then light reaction or exposure process 
would be done underneath the process of having silkscreen sheet covered by glue 
or light-sensitive emulsion. Aftermath, the chemical substance would react to the 
light becoming the stain attached on each whole of silk surface as the shield, and 
then the silkscreen plate would be washed and let the glue or chemical substance 
without lighting process gone and left behind with so-called “negative” surface of 
silkscreen plate. Eventually, after screening, the ink would get through only the 
unprotected spot of silk pad’s surface appearing as the positive images as designed 
decoration. (Printmaking, http://th.wikipedia.org, 2015) 

 
Figure 3.10 Silkscreen, Printmaking Techniques 
(Reference: www.google.co.th/, 2017) 

http://th.wikipedia.org/
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Figure 3.11 the Process of Printmaking 
(Reference: http://www.printsamerica.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/What-is-a-
Print-times1.jpg, 2017) 
 

 3.1.4 Architecture 
 Architecture was categorized within Fine Art which could be defined as the 
art of using skills in order to build the house, building, tower, religious place included 
temple, church, and so on. Moreover, architecture would apply concepts and 
techniques based on social norm such as ideology, cultural aspects, and geographical 
issues, and its relationships to domestic environmental context and outer 
environmental context. 
 Architecture was the tool of expression in order to represent ideas and 
symbols related to identity in terms of cultural and social aspects which each local 
identity would play the crucial roles in doing so.  On the top of that, Architectural 

http://www.printsamerica.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/What-is-a-Print-times1.jpg
http://www.printsamerica.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/What-is-a-Print-times1.jpg
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production might need to have various knowledge and its management such as 
aesthetic, art philosophy, art composition, visual art theory, design innovation and 
technologies, and engineering which would apply both functional and aesthetical 
objectives.  
 Soonpongsri (2012: 196) said that if painting, sculpture, and printmaking were 
categorized into Major Art due to its potential development and could be classified 
within the Fine Art category, architecture also might similarly be applied due to its 
relationships to humanity and social science that might composed by art and 
aesthetical aspects alongside with science and technological wisdoms. 
 Rod Boon (1981: 147) together giving the definition of architecture followed 
Carter V. Good’s point of view that architecture was the combination of works 
included the science of design and its relationships to art and philosophy of beauty.   
 

 
Figure 3.12 Architecture 
(Reference : http://wallpaperswide.com/dresden_4-wallpapers.html, 2017) 
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 3.1.5 Mixed Art 
 Soonpongsri (2012: 196) asserted that Mixed Art was the art making through 
the use of the combination of techniques applying technologies becoming the brand 
new visual art of 21st century. This way of trendy art making had begun since mid of 
20th century managing with various materials, techniques such as painting, sculpture, 
and printmaking representing two dimensional and three dimensional artworks within 
the form of mixed media techniques. 
 Beyond that, Mixed Art was created through applying technologies, 
mechanical instruments, and media such as photography, film, and video that 
recently highlighted the opened-wide diverse techniques of art making within the 
forms and concepts and its popularity. 
 

 

Figure 3.13 “Spiritual Identity: the Overlays Memories No.6”, Ohm Pattanachoti, 

acrylic on Canvas and marker on Transparent Acrylic Sheets, 40x60cm, 2016  

(Reference: Ohm Pattanachoti, 2017)  
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Figure 3.14 Mixed Art (Multi-Media Art) 
(Reference: http://blog.nearfuturelaboratory.com/2009/10/, 2017) 
 
3.2 Visual Theory and its relationship to perception 
 Human had managed to see the things through the use of natural sense 
perception, utilizing eyes, brain, and mind in order to explore and investigate the 
world paralleled with its information’s analysis and synthesis, and then emotional 
expression later on. In other words, it was the process of visual perception as natural 
phenomenon increased human’ experiences by outer stimulus factors which on the 
other hands the sight and its different character of perception followed the 4 
principles of visual theory, included;    
 
  
 3.2.1 The Object and its Background Perception related to its Quality as 
a Form 

http://blog.nearfuturelaboratory.com/2009/10/
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 It was the first thing that human having through natural and environmental 
observation which could be described by the process of perception, definitely, the 
entire object and its background would be tangibly noticed at the same time  
 3.2.2 The Object Perception related to its Quality caused by Light and 
Shadow Effects 
 It was the sight through the object’s mass that created by light and shadow 
tone or value; in other words, object would be seen through the influences of light 
and its tone and value which human’s eyes would react related to the light and 
shadow value and other related factors causing effects on the surface of object and 
the dimension of seeing or perception. In aesthetical issues, the value or tone of light 
had played the crucial roles in the beauty aspect and its relationships to 
psychological context reflecting the emotional appreciation through the character of 
object’s texture or surface and its reflection affected by light and shadow that 
caused emotional perception such as being peace of mind, excitement, and so on. 
 3.2.3 The Object Perception related to its Quality caused by Proportion 
and Location Effects 
 There would be the quality of visual perception based on the relationships 
between object and human eyes’ location and its distance that the more distance, 
the more tiny shape of object could be notice, or in other words, the proportion and 
the clear sight would affected by the distance between human’s eyes and the 
object. 
 3.2.4 The Object Perception related to its Quality caused by Movement 
and Direction Effects 
 It was the perception that caused by object’s movement and direction due 
to pace and speed, rhythm, and even our location. On the top of that, in terms of 
perception, in this case if there would be the documentation, photography might be 
helpful and clearly disclosing the rhythm and form of the object.  
(The Principle of Visual Art, http://watkadarin.com/E-(new)1/ 
02studio2classrm/unit1/chapt1.3art%20exprss/art%20exprss.htm, 2017) 

http://watkadarin.com/E-(new)1/%2002studio2classrm/unit1/chapt1.3art%20exprss/art%20exprss.htm
http://watkadarin.com/E-(new)1/%2002studio2classrm/unit1/chapt1.3art%20exprss/art%20exprss.htm
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Figure 3.15 Visual Perception 

(Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/CalvinArterberry1/calvin-visual-perception-

presentation, 2017) 

 

3.3 Composition of Art 
 The composition of art was the use of elements of art; the unity arranging 
would be harmoniously done through the use of artistic ingredients in order to have 
the valuable artwork related to its beauty in terms of aesthetical perfection. Likewise 
any natural forms and organism which would have its perfection and beauty by the 
proper substance or completed parts for example the human and its body parts 
included legs, hands, ears, nose, mouth, and so on.  
 In terms of art composition understanding, the study of elements of art and 
the principles of design in art might definitely need to apply, especially the study of 
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artwork which the investigation of creative process, concepts and compositions might 
help in terms of art critic and evaluation alongside with the art practitioner’s 
encouragement in order to have the valuable efficient work production.   
 3.3.1 The definition of art composition 
 Cha-Rood Nim-Samur (2010: 29-41) Thai national Artist presented that the 
formal structure of artwork would be divided into two parts for instance concept and 
form which concept might represent the stories or ideas underneath the symbolism 
or artistic forms, in other words, artworks would consisted of the unity of concept 
and artistic forms. 
 Moreover, Nim-Samur also asserted that the concept of each artwork would 
interpret into 2 types which there were; Inner details of concept or forms, and Outer 
details of symbolism. In addition, he stated that forms was the artistic forms in which 
harmoniously created through the use of core elements of art paralleled with the 
principles of design in art such as the unity, harmony, proportion, and so on. Beyond 
that symbolism in art through the use of artistic forms might represent the 
aesthetical value alongside with artist emotional inspirations. 
 Attapak, C. (2005 : 18) conveyed similarly to Nim-Samur interpretation that 
the definition of art composition might be the use of combination of artistic 
component supporting the art production and works of design controlling by the 
principles of design in art such as harmony, and unity. In contrary, he also highlighted 
that working on art production or design might not need to have all art elements, 
but some of them would efficiently work.    
 Not only had both of them mentioned above, Supapong Yuen-Yong, in 2004 
completed the study of art composition and defined it as the arrangement of art 
elements included Lines, Colors, Tones, Shape and Forms, Size and Proportion, and 
Textures. On the top of that, not just only putting it together, but perfectly and 
carefully managed by the use of its unity and harmony. (Yuen-Yong, 2004: 114)    
 Through the art composition’s definitions mentioned above, there would be 
the summary of it which was that the art elements arrangement and its utilization of 
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Lines, Colors, Tones, Shape and Forms, Size and Proportion, and Textures in order to 
have the harmonized united works of art representing its aesthetical value as the 
specified as creative process’s objectives.  

 In doing so, the art practitioners and other related person might need to pay 
a careful attention to the elements of art studying in order to efficiently apply it into 
art process and its proper followed the expectation in terms of the perfect art forms 
and its communication. (The Definition of Art, 
http://web.yru.ac.th/~jaran/data/content/Chapter2_nee.html, 2015) 

 

 
 

Figure 3.16 Elements of and its Relationships to Principle of Design in Art 
 (Reference: https://www.google.co.th, 2017 
  
 
 
 3.3.2 The Elements of art 

http://web.yru.ac.th/~jaran/data/content/Chapter2_nee.html
https://www.google.co.th/
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 Nim-Samur (2010: 43-85) presented that elements of art was some kind of 
media generating the emotional and aesthetical effects which artist applying them in 
order to create the symbols in art represented their idea and concept.   
 Through educational purposes, elements of art studying might directly result 
in the knowledge of functional and emotional contribution of art and its 
dissemination alongside with the knowledge of art composition which elements of 
art played the significant role as its keywords developing the artwork’s aesthetical 
value and attracted the audiences. Hence, such mentioned information above might 
need to have your interest realizing that elements of art composed of keywords such 
as; 
   1. Point 
  2. Line 
  3. Tone or Value 
  4. Shape 
  5. Form 
  6. Space 
  7. Color 
  8. Texture 
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Figure 3.17 Point, Elements of Art 
(Reference:https://www.pinterest.com/biancalentini/art-and-design-element-and-
principles/, 2017) 
 
 3.3.2.1 Point 
 Point was the fundamental art element we would perceive, contained no 
dimension, height, width, and depth becoming the smallest cell generated the forms 
and “Spatial Force or Spatial Dynamic” which Nim-Samur (2010: 103) also described 
that the Spatial Force was the reaction between space and the object located at 
that space caused by the direction and movement of our eyesight that followed 
through focal point of interests such as form, color, lines, tones, and so on.  
 Furthermore, the so-called movement was classified as the rhythm in art 
communicating as the emotional and aesthetical effects causing by forms within 
space and its reaction. In addition, actually this relationship might be known as the 
4th dimension (the 3 dimensional perception included height, width, and depth) 

https://www.pinterest.com/biancalentini/art-and-design-element-and-principles/
https://www.pinterest.com/biancalentini/art-and-design-element-and-principles/
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within the art context explained the connection between human’s visual and the 
object and its movement related to times, and place (space). 

 

 
 
Figure 3.18 Lines, Elements of Art 
(Reference:https://www.pinterest.com/biancalentini/art-and-design-element-and-
principles/, 2017) 
 
 3.3.2.2 Line 
 Line was one of the important fundamental elements that always found 
within artworks which originated with the gradual line of point or dot, and might be 
created by the long path of drawing, dragging, and marking. In terms of emotional 
effects, lines could encourage and affect people through its diversity of characters or 
in other words, lines could be the moods’ suggestion for instance; 
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  1. Straight Line: it might suggest the moods as stability, strength,  
  steadiness, and so on. 
  2. Horizontal Straight Lines: it might suggest moods such as being peace 
  of mind, peaceful, coziness, and so on.  
  3. Dashed or Dotted Lines: it might suggest moods included unclearness, 
  blur, weakness, and so on.   
  4 . Diagonal Lines: it might suggest moods for example movement and 
  its direction, pace, unsteadiness, and so on. 
  5 . Curved Lines: it might suggest moods for instance comfort, laziness, 
  softness, suave, and so on.  
  6. Spiral Lines: It might suggest moods such as, traveling, relaxation,  
  circulating, and infinite movement.   
  7. Zigzag Lines: it might suggest moods such as electrical force, shaking, 
  and the quick changing of the direction. 
 In painting, lines might not only help to create emotional language 
cooperated with representing the ideas and concepts, but also shaping the 
interesting forms enhancing the artwork become more unique and valuable. 
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Figure 3.19 the various characters of Lines   
Reference: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/559009372476451499/, 2017 
 

 
 
Figure 3.20 Tone or Value, Elements of Art 
(Reference: http://www.westhoughtonartgroup.com/tone-for-beginners/, 2017 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/559009372476451499/
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 3.3.2.3 Tone or Value 
 Tone or Value was the area of object reacted with light and shadow 
suggesting emotional connection related to forms and its volume which there were 
the quality such as: 
  1. Suggesting two dimensional shapes by width and length  
  2. Suggesting directions 
  3. Suggesting forms 
  4. Suggesting tonal value 
  5. Suggesting texture 
  6. There were the characteristics of short and long wave. 
 The contribution of Tone or Value was various for instance; 
  1. Tone or value would separate form and background or form and 
space which at the same times it might suggest the movement within the picture 
caused by light and shadow and its contrast.  
  2. Tone or value would present shape as two dimensional images. 
  3. Tone or value would present form as three dimensional images. 
  4. Tone or value would originate the unity of images suggesting depth or 
its perspective. 
 Furthermore, Dave Hendry (2011) asserted that  
 “….Value is used to create a focal point within a painting or drawing. The 
human eye is immediately drawn to a light element against a dark element which 
creates the focal point of interest. To create the illusion of depth, gradations of value 
are also used. Areas of light and dark give a three-dimensional illusion of form to 
subject matter…” (Tone for Beginners, http://www.westhoughtonartgroup.com/tone-
for-beginners/, 2017) 
 

 
 

http://www.westhoughtonartgroup.com/tone-for-beginners/
http://www.westhoughtonartgroup.com/tone-for-beginners/
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Figure 3.21 Tone or Value created the focal point of interests by brightening area. 
(Reference: http://www.westhoughtonartgroup.com/tone-for-beginners/, 2017 
 
 3.3.2.4 Shape 
 Shapes was created by the combination of lines within the context of 
dimensions having height, width, but there was nothing to do with depth which was 
the character of two dimensional shapes that somehow representing texture of its 
surface but volume. There were three types of shapes such as; 
  1. Geometric Shape 
   It was the formal structure which contained of angle, side, and the 
certain area included square, rectangle, circle, and so on. 
  2. Free Shape  
  It was the uncertain shape, untitled, and originated by free lines 
combination. 
  3. Nature Shape 
  It was the natural shape and referable related to shapes of tree, animal, 
figurative shape, and so on.  
 

http://www.westhoughtonartgroup.com/tone-for-beginners/
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Figure 3.22 Shapes, Elements of Art 
(Reference:https://www.slideshare.net/ShawnDuckworth/elements-of-art-66425619, 
2017) 
   
 3.3.2.5 Form 

 It was the combination of height, width, and depth in order to originate 
three dimensional forms which its characteristic appeared within sculpture, 
architecture, and also three dimensional character of painting (using perspective, 
texture, value, and other related elements making illusion).Forms could be didvided 
into 3 types such as; 

  1. Geometric Form 
  There would be the certain character related to geometric forms such as 
cube, cone, sphere, and so on which become popular among artist. 
  2. Organic Form 
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  It was the forms of natural organism with uncertain structures such as 
tree, flowers, river, cloud, and so on. 
  3. Free Form 
  It was the uncertain structural forms with volume combined with width, 
height, and depth which flexibly change its forms into others and could not be 
return to the original form such as squashed paper, the tooth paste being squeezed 
out of the tube, and so on. 
    

   
 

Figure 3.23 Forms, Elements of Art 
(Reference: http://www.free-power-point-templates.com/articles/tag/geometric-

shapes/, http://smundt.weebly.com/3rd-grade-2015-2016.html, 2017) 

 3.3.2.6 Space 

 Information through the study of “Smore” website had highlighted that space 
was the area in and around an object. Furthermore, space could represent the 
empty or crowed areas, alongside with its distance sizes. In addition, two different 
types of space, positive and negative become more popular among artists. Positive 
space was the area occupied by an object. Negative space was the area around the 
object, which defines the object’s edges. (Space, https://www.smore.com/06pj-
elements-of-art-space, 2017) 

http://www.free-power-point-templates.com/articles/tag/geometric-shapes/
http://www.free-power-point-templates.com/articles/tag/geometric-shapes/
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 To dig deeper, Nim-Samur (2011: 88) said that space was the invisible art 

elements which would only be able to appear while the reaction between other 

related elements had occurred and shaped the forms of space itself. In conversion, 

space would be the playground of the other elements appearing as the forms within 

it and becoming the rules of space usage based on the different character of each 

artworks. For instance, the use of space might be noticed as the two dimensional 

shapes within painting, nevertheless, the combination of art elements might result in 

an illusions which also caused the three dimensional forms within painting.  

 Obviously, sculpture might be the tangible forms in terms of space usage 

included the sculpture wrapping which caused by its surrounded space, in 

conversion, space within its sculpture also being discovered as well. Similar to 

sculpture, the space usage of architecture might be revealed in the same way but 

the human’s utilization of the domestic space would be more functional becoming 

their residence. There would be the diversity of space usage that could be divided 

into 7 categories, there were; 

  1. The volume of space which replaced by objects or forms 

  It could be seen through the sculpture’s mold production. 

  2. The surrounded space of the objects or forms (Negative Space) 

  3. The gap between forms or objects (Within Painting’s context) 

  4. The Space Volume 

  It could be noticed as the space within the objects or forms (Within 

Sculpture’s context). 

  5. The space usage within the two dimensional surface (painting) 

  6. The illusion space with artistic replacement  
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  It was the illusions interpretation in order to generate the depth or 

perspective on the two dimensional surface in painting’s context. 

  7. The illusion space by art elements’ effects  

  It was created by the reaction between the art elements, colors, 

forms, and tones which would affect the visual perception mostly found within the 

Op-Art or Optical Art.  

   

Figure 3.24 Spaces, Elements of Art   
(Reference: https://www.smore.com/06pj-elements-of-art-space, 2017) 
 

https://www.smore.com/06pj-elements-of-art-space
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Figure 3.25 Colors, Elements of Art 
Reference:https://www.slideshare.net/jessicacoledavis/elements-of-art-foundations, 
2017 
   
 3.3.2.7 Color  
 Color, certainly become one of the core elements of art applying for any 
ideas, emotional aspects presentation as the symbolism of color which would attract 
and encourage people to have an art appreciation. 
 Tang-Chalok, I. (2007: 65) highlighted that the influences of color had 
gradually played the crucial role in human’s everyday life in terms of psychological 
context since ancient time due to the colorful world we lived in. In addition, color 
was used as the symbolism or visual language that generated the emotional effects, 
especially artists who might be stimulus more than ordinary people trying to reflect 

https://www.slideshare.net/jessicacoledavis/elements-of-art-foundations
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individual concept through the use of color symbolism and its relationships to other 
art elements. On the top of that, through the long way of practice artist could 
became an expert using color and other elements of art efficiently which might 
result in the status of aesthetical awareness approaching through its arrangement 
with the so-called intuition knowledge.   
   
 The psychology of colors 
 Through the use of color, normally, it would follow the rule of 
psychological effects that might be universal underneath natural law, but it could be 
different sometime due to each local belief related to religious and cultural roots. 
Hence, the theory of color usage in terms of psychology could be divided into 
various types due to emotional effects such as; 
  1 .  White might suggest the moods of being emptiness, symbolizing 
pureness, cleanliness, innocent, practical and so on. 
  2. Black might suggest the emotion of being sorrow, and symbolized the 
darkness, mystery, luxury, prestigious, exclusive, and so on. 

 3 . Red might symbolize the excitement, stimulating, vibrant, attraction, 
passionate, anger, and so on  
 4 .  Yellow might symbolize enthusiasm, prosperity, friendly, cheerful, 
warm, and so on. 
 5 . Green might symbolize fresh, development, relaxation, youthfulness, 
natural, healthy, peacefulness, and so on.  
 6. Blue might symbolize trustworthy, elegance, secure, responsible, and 
so on. 
 7. Grey might symbolize loneliness, gentleness, and so on.  
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Figure 3.26 Psychologies of Colors 
(Reference:http://www.eliteinfoworld.com/blog/color-psychology-web-design, 2017) 
   
 The use of principle of color in Painting 
 Nim-Samur (2011: 73-82) said that if the color was the only material used in 
painting it could be completed due to its quality generating lines. In addition, the 
lines could be created through the outlines of the color’s areas and the lines 
originated by color itself. Moreover, the quality of color such as tones or value, hue, 
intensity, alongside with the color’s texture and space between the color’s areas 
could be perfectly beneficial in art making.    
   
  There were the qualities of colors used in painting followed the 
principles such as; 
   
 Hue 
 Hue was the quality of each color presenting its characteristic without 
mixing with white or black which originated by the pigments or elements’ color 
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(actual color). The relationships between actual colors or hue would be noticed 
through the color circle and could be separated into 3 key parts, there were;   
  Primary Color  
  It was the primary color or original color included Blue, yellow, and red. 
  Secondary Color  
  The secondary color was the combination between equal ratios of two 
of primary color which generating new colors such as orange, violet, and green. 
  Tertiary Color  
  The tertiary color was the equal ratio combination of two of secondary 
color generating new colors such as violet blue, blue green, green yellow, yellow 
orange, orange red, and red violet.    

 
Figure 3.27 Color Wheel 
(Reference: https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC2Y1GY_the-color-wheel-series-

final?guid=1eaeebcc-4405-4cdb-9094-7300e0c33f3c, 2017) 

https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC2Y1GY_the-color-wheel-series-final?guid=1eaeebcc-4405-4cdb-9094-7300e0c33f3c
https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC2Y1GY_the-color-wheel-series-final?guid=1eaeebcc-4405-4cdb-9094-7300e0c33f3c
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 Color Tones 

 There were 2 different tones of color such as; 
  1. Warm Tone  
  There was the group of color included yellow, yellow orange, orange, 
red orange, red, and yellow green which red is the key classified as the color 
suggesting moods of enthusiasm, warmness, visual neural stimulus.   
  2. Cool Tone  
  There was the group of color included violet, blue violet, blue, blue 
green, green, and yellow green which blue is the key classified as the color 
suggesting moods of freshness, liveliness, neatness, and imagination. 
  To be noticed, follow the color principles, yellow and violet would be 
classified as the neutral tone, could represented into both warm and cool tones. 
      

 
Figure 3.28 Color Tones 
(Reference: http://bajuanakqfei.blogspot.com/, 2017)  

http://bajuanakqfei.blogspot.com/
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 Color Intensity 
 Intensity was the brightness or dullness of hue within the color wheel which 
could be distinguished through its quality for example, yellow was more intense than 
orange, the intensity of green was superior than blue, in contrary the intensity of 
each color could be declined by black or white mixing, and the mixing of 
complementary color would lower the intensity.  
   

 
 

Figure 3.29 Color Intensity 
(Reference: slideplayer.com/slide/9394396/, 2017) 
 
 Complementary Color  
 The complementary colors was the opposite color on the color wheel 
which each color would differently suggest the value and moods such as red against 
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green, yellow and violet, blue and orange, and so on. The complementary colors 
could not be mixed by each other, on the other hands; the use of it could be done 
through the one’s higher rate of mixer or the assistance of harmonized color in order 
to reduce the contrast.  
   

 

Figure 3.30 Complementary Color 
(Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/btowns/colorwheel-colorscheme, 2017) 
 
 Monochrome 
 The monotone color was the quality of single color that shined through the 
overall structure followed the principle that the focal point of interest within the 
picture might be attracted the eyesight by brightness of color. Then the smaller 
components would be organized by using lower brightness of color and color’s 
toning in order to harmonize the whole images. Beyond that, the picture might be 
classified into any color tones such as warm or cool tone.  

https://www.slideshare.net/btowns/colorwheel-colorscheme
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Figure 3.31 Monochrome Color 
(Reference: http://weburbanist.com/2008/11/30/monotone-monochrome-
photography/, 2017) 
 
 Analogous Color  
 It was the color with the common hue and nearby each other on the color 
wheel and could be utilized through its quality producing the united entire structure 
of the images by color harmonizing.   

 
Figure 3.32 Analogous Color 
(Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/ShawnDuckworth/color-wheel-color-schemes-
zentangles-54787900, 2017) 

http://weburbanist.com/2008/11/30/monotone-monochrome-photography/
http://weburbanist.com/2008/11/30/monotone-monochrome-photography/
https://www.slideshare.net/ShawnDuckworth/color-wheel-color-schemes-zentangles-54787900
https://www.slideshare.net/ShawnDuckworth/color-wheel-color-schemes-zentangles-54787900
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 3.3.2.8 Texture  
 The texture was the quality of object’s surface which could be tangible and 
invisible, touchable and untouchable suggesting the moods by physically and 
visually touching.    
 The quality of texture could be divided into 2 types depending on the 
productions and its techniques, there were;  
 1. The actual texture 
 It was the quality of texture that characterized by its natural touchable 
three dimensional surface presenting the height, width, and depth. 
 2. The artificial texture 
 It was the texture that was invented in order to provide illusion images of 
three dimensional surfaces related to the painting’s techniques. (Nim-Samur, 2010: 
82)  

 
Figure 3.33 Texture, the elements of art 

(Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/RFA2009/the-visual-elements-of-art-texture, 

2017)   

https://www.slideshare.net/RFA2009/the-visual-elements-of-art-texture
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Summary 
 
3.1 The Visual Art Theory 
 The visual art was defined as a part of Fine Art which produced underneath 
the emotional and psychological purposes. In terms of its definition, visual art was 
the art creation based on the rules of perception related to visualization and its 
relationship to art appreciation. Visual Art was defined through the qualification of its 
tangibility and space integration which there was 5  categorizes included Painting, 
Sculpture, Printmaking, Architecture, and Mixed Media Art.      
 
3.2 The Visual Theory and its relationship to perception 
 It was the process of visual perception as natural phenomenon increased 
human’ experiences by outer stimulus factors which on the other hands the sight 
and its different character of perception followed the 4 principles of visual theory, 
included;     
 1. The Object and its Background Perception related to its Quality as a Form 
 2. The Object Perception related to its Quality caused by Light and Shadow 
Effects 
 3 The Object Perception related to its Quality caused by Proportion and 
Location Effects 
 4 The Object Perception related to its Quality caused by Movement and 
Direction Effects 
 
3.3 The Elements of art 
 The elements of art was some kind of tools generating the emotional and 
aesthetical effects which artist applying them in order to create the symbols in art 
represented their idea and concept.  The elements of art composed of keywords 
such as; 
   1. Point 
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  2. Line 
  3. Tone or Value 
  4. Shape 
  5. Form 
  6. Space 
  7. Color 
  8. Texture  
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Chapter 3 Exercise 
 

1.   What is the definition of visual art? Please describe. 
2.   What is the material of art making or elements of art, and how it could 

be divided? 
3.  Could you present that what is the character of shape and form in terms 

of art elements?   
4.   According to elements of art, what is the Line? Please describe. 
5.   According to elements of art, what is the texture? Please describe. 
6.   How important the color is related to human’s way of life and what is 

the contribution of color in terms of creative process? 
 7.  What is the monochrome color, how to use it creating the artworks? 
8.  Could you explain what are the visual theory and its relationship to 

perception? 
9.  There were 2 different tones of color, what is it? Please describe. 
10.  Printmaking art could be divided into 3 different forms depended on the 

quality of each mold’s surface, what are they? Please describe. 
 

Art Practice 

1. Through Chapter 3 study, student might find yourself an inspiration working on art 

practice and produce some opened-wide techniques work of art representing your 

cultural identity related to art composition. 

1.1 Size of artwork: 30x30 cm 

1.2 Technique: Opened- Techniques 

1.3 Concept:  Art Composition related to Artist’s Individual Cultural Identity 

1.4 Due Date: Week Five 
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Chapter 4 Instruction Planning 
The Principle of Design in Art and its relationship to the techniques, value of 

art and criticism        3 Period 

  Introduction to the Principle of Design in Art and its relationship to the  

  techniques, value of art and criticism 

    

  1. Contents 

 1.1 The principle of design in art 
 1.2 The visual art techniques 
 1.3 The purpose of art and the value of it 
 1.4 The art criticism 

   

 2. General Objective 
 2.1 To provide the student the understanding of the principle of 

 design in art. 
 2.2 To provide the student the understanding of visual art techniques. 
 2.1  To provide the student the understanding of art and its value.   
 2.2  To provide the student the understanding of art and its 

 relationship to criticism. 
    

  3. Behavioral objectives 
 3.1  Student may appreciate art and its value through the study of the 

 principle of design in art and techniques, realizing its contribution  and be 
 able to apply into daily life. 

 3.2  Student may be encouraged to experience the process of art 
 making and its relationships to value of art through  art practice and its 
 criticism. 

   3.3  Student may be capable of coping with self-development aspect 

  including attitude, skills, and related wisdom in order to embark on  

  the project within the work context. 
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 4. Learning Activities 
 4.1 Lecturing is the key element using proper media and technologies. 
 4.2 Illustrations, artworks, and related creative media must be  

 provided paralleled with student’s assignment in terms of art practice. 
 4.3 Discussion and tutorial class will be organized before or during the 

 class. 
 

 5. Instruction Media 
 5.1 Teaching Literature 
 5.2 Handout PowerPoint 
 5.3 Creative Media  

 
 6. Assessment 

 6.1 Learning observation assessment 
 6.2 Quiz & Test/ Art practice/ Exercise 

   6.3 Examination 
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Chapter 4 
The Principle of Design in Art and its relationship to the techniques, value of 

art and criticism 

  
 To have self-improvement related to skills and experiences in order to understand 
the value of art and its appreciation needed to get the actual meaning of art and its process. 
Furthermore, it might be the art of learning integration which included the definition of art, 
the purposes, the art making processes, alongside with related theory such as Art 
Philosophy, Aesthetic, Cultural Identities, Psychology, Human Behavior, and so on.  
 Beyond that, all the aspects mentioned above would lead to the understanding of 
art objective and artist’s willing in terms of aesthetical value, social effects and its beneficial 
which might result in the tangible contribution applying to art practice, and art criticism later 
on.   
  

 
 
Figure 4.1 the Principle of Design in Art 
(Reference: http://msmassadas.weebly.com/principles-of-design.html, 2017) 
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4.1 The Principle of Design in Art 
 The principle of design in art was the bible of fundamental art elements usage in 
order to create good quality of the artworks which consisted of 7 important rules, there 
were; 
 1. Proportion and Scale 
 2. Balance 
 3. Harmony  
 4. Unity and variety 
 5. Rhythm, Movement 
 6. Pattern and Repetition 
 7. Emphasis or Dominance 
 
 4.1.1 Proportion/ Scale 
 There were the proper combination of shapes and forms in the picture which the 
relationships included size, number and other related factors played the crucial roles in 
making the good art. The proportion and its appropriation could be considered base on 
rules such as;  
 1. The Natural Standard Proportion  
 It could be seen through the proportion of natural forms which classified as the 
perfect scale and proportion similar to the “Golden Section Law” the law that followed the 
Greek influence related to artistic forms’ creation demonstrated the appropriated scale and 
proportion and its relationships to other parts or area. 
 2. The Emotional Proportion 
 It was the art making and its range of artistic forms related to scale and proportion 
and its relative social trend reflecting the different character of forms that conveyed the 
beauty and emotional effects. For example Greek and its taste of beauty might represent 
the metaphor of natural idealism focusing on the harmonized forms, in conversion, African 
art might presented the mystery and its reflection through the use of strange and abnormal 
forms.  
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Figure 4.2 Proportions and Scale, the Principle of Design in Art 
(Reference: https://www.pinterest.com/explore/principles-of-art/, 2017) 
 
 4.1.2 Balance  
 Attapak, C. (2005:142) asserted that the balance in principle of design in art was the 
equal visual weight of color, object, texture, and space within the picture or the sensible 
equilibrium which could be seen through the use of axis in order to separate the artwork 
into two parts, and then the comparative exploration would present the balance of the 
artwork. 

https://www.pinterest.com/explore/principles-of-art/
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 The balance in principle of design in art could be separated into 3 characters, for 
instance; 
 1. Symmetrical or Formal Balance 
 It meant the both side of the image definitely having the same details, suggesting 
the moods of formal and official atmosphere, peaceful circumstance.  
 2. Asymmetrical Balance 
 There was the equilibrium due to the human’s sense perception through the visual 
perceived value that could be the counterbalance of the different things in the picture 
which popularly discovered within the paintings. 
 3. Radial Balance 
 It was the balance originated by the centered approaching and leaving, the growing 
direction that generated the balance could be revealed through the organism’s forms. 
   

 
 
Figure 4.3 Balance, the Principle of Design in Art 
(Reference: http://taqplayer.info/principles-of-design-formal-balance, 2017) 
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Figure 4.4 the harmony, the Principle of Design in Art 
(Reference: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/58546863883833330/, 2017) 
  
 4.1.3 Harmony  
 Harmony was the rule of art composition managing in order to harmonize the 
elements within the picture, choosing the similar shape and form creating the orderliness 
within the painting which could be divided into 2 types, such as; 
 1. The harmony by elements 
 There was the use of elements connectedly in order to generate the entire united 
image composed by lines, shape and forms, light and shadow, and space and texture. 
 2. The harmony by united concept, forms, and techniques 
 There was the harmonized arrangement in order to create the artwork designed by 
artist. 

 
 
Figure 4.5 the harmony (2), the Principle of Design in Art 
(Reference: http://slideplayer.com/slide/1521638/, 2017) 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/58546863883833330/
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Figure 4.6 the unity, the Principle of Design in Art 
(Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/SujitJadhav4/basic-design-elements-principles, 2017) 
  
 4.1.4 Unity and Variety  
 The Unity 
 The unity was the connection of any parts within the artwork which suggested the 
feeling of completeness. It might be the law of balance and orderliness causing by perfect 
cohesion which was universal and become artistic management in terms of art composition 
related to the smooth blending of different elements. (Nim-samur, 2011: 137) 
 The unity had played the significant roles in art composition generating aesthetical 
value followed the artist’s intention which not only its quality in terms of art composition 
was counted, but also the quality in terms of emotional and representational forms. Hence, 
the quality of unity could be noticed and realized the value of it through 3 major characters 
included;   
 1. The unity of art composition 
 The appropriate choices in order to organize the perfect composition would apply 
and lead to the unity of concepts and proportion with the creative process.  
 2. The unity of concepts 
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 It was some kind of hard presenting abstract emotional aspects such as love, 
sorrow, anger, and starvation which the straight and clear reflection through the use of 
related symbolism had to support the concepts and generated the unity.   
 3. The unity of forms 
 It was the formation of individual identity within style of art making which 
alternatively artist might have the creative forms suggesting the diversity of moods, but at 
the same time supporting the concept might be obviously discovered. 
 The Variety 
 The variety occurred by the diversity of elements and its relationships to repetition 
and difference, artist could create the interesting and vitality images by changing the scale, 
color, shape and forms, in the contrary, the contrast and harmony which was the variety 
could originate the unity.  
 

 
 
Figure 4.7 the variety, the Principle of Design in Art  
(Reference: http://www.canyoncrest.provo.edu/Site_School/0023/principles-of-design.html, 
2017) 

http://www.canyoncrest.provo.edu/Site_School/0023/principles-of-design.html
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 4.1.5 Rhythm, and Movement 
 The rhythm and movement worked together as the common elements of art’s 
repetition reflecting the sense of rhythm and movement. In design and visual art, basically 
rhythm would create the movement through the use of pattern related to timing, space, 
repetition, and the elements’ accenting. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.8 the rhythm and movement, the Principle of Design in Art 
(Reference: 
http://www.canyoncrest.provo.edu/Site_School/0023/media/images/Rhythm%20&%20Move
ment%20Poster.jpg, 2017) 
  

http://www.canyoncrest.provo.edu/Site_School/0023/media/images/Rhythm%20&%20Movement%20Poster.jpg
http://www.canyoncrest.provo.edu/Site_School/0023/media/images/Rhythm%20&%20Movement%20Poster.jpg
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 4.1.6 Pattern and Repetition 
 The regular repetitions of lines, colors, shapes, and forms could create patterns, or 
in the other words, the similar shapes or elements consistently repeated would make the 
patterns. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.9 the pattern and repetition, the Principle of Design in Art 
(Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/wilfreddextertanedo/lecture-1-b-definition-of-
principle-of-design, 2017) 
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 4.1.7 Emphasis or Dominance 
 Emphasis was the interference in the rhythm or the fundamental pattern, and the 
interruption of audience’s eyes movement through the composition which could create the 
focal point of the artworks. On the other hands, dominance would catch the interests 
suggesting confusion, counteraction, and monotonous pattern alongside with the various 
degree of emphasis, generating the visual weight of the composition related to space and 
perspective.  
  

 
 
Figure 4.10 the emphasis and dominance, the Principle of Design in Art 
(Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/kmalkani/design-principles-15282296, 2017) 
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4.2 The Visual Art Techniques 
 Supapong Yeun-Yong (2004: 91) described that the techniques in visual art 
production was the process of art making included painting, carving, molding, collage, 
installation, and so on which such techniques become the artist’s technical skills and 
related fundamental knowledge. Hence, the sophisticated artist might be able to manage 
completing the good artwork through the use of their specialization in techniques, materials, 
and technologies. 
 The study of visual art techniques would provide the alternative ways of 
production dividing into various techniques within the two major groups such as;  
 1. The creation of two dimensional artworks’ techniques 
 2. The creation of three dimensional artworks’ techniques 
 
 4.2.1 The creation of two dimensional artworks’ techniques 
 There were techniques used to support two dimensional artworks’ production 
which included 10 various techniques for example; 
  4.2.1.1 Acrylic Color Techniques 
  Acrylic color was the color contained of substances such as polymer and vinyl 
which characterized by the fact that it possibly become a quick-dry color using water as a 
solvent. There was the identity of its quality which was the flexible status of transparency 
and the contrast, getting dry quicker than oil color, and since it become dry it would be 
waterproofed, long lasting and having efficient surface’s attachment, and so on.   
     

 
 
Figure 4.11 acrylic colors, the visual art techniques 
(Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EkPB6KWe0U, 2017) 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EkPB6KWe0U
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  4.2.1.2 Oil Color Techniques 
  Oil color techniques was the Northern Europe traditional technique using the 
combination of linseed oil and powder color in order to create the long lasting painting 
alongside with its quality  of opaqueness. 
  Furthermore, the identity of oil color would be noticed through its quality such 
as a slow drying color which encourage artist to create such an enormous size of painting 
and a correctable color with the limitless of layers of painting as much as required.  
 

 
 
Figure 4.12 oil colors, the visual art techniques 
(Reference: http://www.rosetanner.com/oil-painting-classes.html, 2017) 
 

 
 
Figure 4.13 the chiaroscuro, the traditional oil painting techniques 
(Reference: http://www.rosetanner.com/oil-painting-classes.html, 2017) 
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  4.2.1.3 Water Color Techniques 
  The use of water color technique was traditional and popular among artists in 
Europe, Asia, especially China and Japan which artist quite specialized in doing so followed 
their cultural identity related to their way of life and its philosophy with respect to nature. 
The use of Chinese typography and its style of brushstroke paralleled with the landscape 
painting might result in the water color technique’s expert. 
  4.2.1.4 The Mixed Media Painting Techniques 
  It was the use of combination of techniques that generated the developed 
ways of art making such as the use of tempera and golden leaf, acrylic color and oil color, 
and so on. 
  4.2.1.5 Drawing Techniques 
  Drawing was fundamental techniques that used to create the images through 
the use of shape and form, it could be as the sketches or preparation for painting by various 
techniques utilizing pen, pencil, ink, and so on.  
  4.2.1.6 Tempera Techniques 
  Tempera would give an opaque thick character of color through using water 
solvent and become popular for Thai traditional painting. In addition, even though, the 
complicated technique and its preparation, the fragile quality due to its non-durableness 
product led to the unpopularity of this technique at the present.  
  4.2.1.7 Poster Color Techniques 
  This color was the most popular techniques for student or young art 
practitioner due to its quality, the opaque color, quick-drying, convenient painting which 
appropriated for intermediate work of art. 
  4.2.1.8 Woodcut Printmaking Techniques 
  As described in chapter 3, this techniques was the images’ making through the 
use of wooden plate preparation, the carving mold that used to transfer the designed shape 
and form to the paper. 
  4.2.1.9 Etching Printmaking Techniques 
  It was the techniques provided the designed images and decoration through the 
process of etching (metal plate’s carving and its related chemical process). 
  4.2.1.10 Stained glass Techniques 
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  The tracery stained glass techniques was developed since Medieval era through 
the use of religious concept (Gothic Art) solving the problems, the lack of painting space 
(wall) due to architecture trend at that time which replaced by the illuminated wall 
decorations followed the faith and belief of Christianity. This technique was developed 
through the use of small pieces of materials like ornamental work in order to create the 
images similar to mosaic techniques decorated the windows.   
 

 
Figure 4.14 the stained glass techniques, the traditional Gothic techniques   
(Reference: https://www.pinterest.com/creative9482/stain-glass-windows/, 2017) 

 4.2.2 The creation of three dimensional artworks’ techniques 
 It could be divided into 7 categories, there were;  
  4.2.2.1 Carving Techniques  
  The process of carving was to perform as the cutting and shaping the material 
such as wood, stone into the designed images using the tools as knife, hammer, chisel, and 
so on. 

 
Figure 4.15 the carving techniques   
(Reference: https://ru.pinterest.com/pin/543106036292643154/, 2017) 

https://www.pinterest.com/creative9482/stain-glass-windows/
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  4.2.2.2  Clay Modeling Techniques  
  The clay modeling was the process of material shaping due to its flexible 
quality through the use of adding and erasing techniques in order to develop the required 
forms. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.16 the clay modeling techniques   
(Reference: https://artmodel.wordpress.com/2013/01/29/, 2017)  
 
  4.2.2.3 Molding Techniques 
  Molding was the process of sculpture using the molten metal, cement, resin, 
and so on pouring into the mold, aftermath, the harden object would be formed as the 
prototype as design. 
 

  
 
Figure 4.17 the molding techniques   
(Reference: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/397583473325665509/, 2017) 
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  4.2.2.4 Stucco Techniques 
  It was the combined materials sculpturing using cement, sand, and water in 
order to create the designed forms which the hardening would make the sculpture was 
durable. 
 

  
 
Figure 4.18 the stucco techniques   
(Reference: http://mingclayflower.blogspot.com/2010/02/1_17.html, 2017) 
   
  4.2.2.5 Ceramic Techniques  
  Ceramic was the process of art making using clay modeling and its firing pottery 
kiln which could be modify through the use of various techniques such as pottery molding, 
clay flattening, and pottery wheel or handmade clay modeling. Moreover, the pottery would 
be completed through the decoration painting with the chemical substances. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.19 the ceramic techniques   
(Reference: https://www.camdenartscentre.org/whats-on/view/edu-490, 2017) 
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  4.2.2.6 The metal Embossed Techniques 
  It was the process of art making through the use of chisel’s decorating raised 
the flat metal plate bulging. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.20 the metal embossed techniques   
(Reference: http://metal-artist-sculptor.blogspot.com/2010/10/repousse-and-chasing-
techniques.html, 2017) 
   
  4.2.2.7 Welding Techniques 
  It was the process of art making using the metal welding in order to create the 
forms; in other words, attaching metal together with heat by welding cabinet would be 
applied in this process. (Yeun-Yong, 2004: 91) 
 

  
 
Figure 4.21 the welding techniques   
(Reference: http://www.boredpanda.com/welded-scrap-metal-sculptures-john-lopez/, 
http://www.ssw.org.uk/?p=4519, 2017) 

http://www.boredpanda.com/welded-scrap-metal-sculptures-john-lopez/
http://www.ssw.org.uk/?p=4519
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4.3 The purposes of art and its category 
 In general, people might understand those critics, art historians, and other related 
persons directly affected the art field due to their duties which might publicly have to 
encourage people and support their learning through the process of art’s knowledge and its 
dissemination in terms of art value.  
 Hence, the value of art and its evaluation was necessary and needed to do follow 
the principles underneath related theories which artist’s intention paralleled with artworks’ 
purposes might played the crucial roles in such investigation related to inspirations and 
background, techniques, and the narrative aspect.   
  
 4.3.1 Edmund Burke Feldman’s theories  
 Through the value of art and its principles of evaluation, there would be 3 
separated groups that classified artworks and its characters followed Edmund Burke 
Feldman’s theories which included;  
   
  4.3.1.1 Formalism  
  Art critic stated that artists categorized in this group worked on the perfect work 
in terms of forms, structure, and composition with the specialization related to art 
composition and its arrangement or the principles of design in art such as proportion, 
rhythm, balance, harmony, and so on. The artworks in this group would present the beauty 
and its trendy aesthetical value through Plato’s philosophy who said that there were 
definitely the beauties of the things depending on artist and their ability to capture and 
present it through the creative works and its aesthetical value related to the Plato’s ideal 
beauty. On the top of that, in order to limit the misunderstanding related to being 
illustration, the non-narrative poetic presentation would be the trend among the artists 
becoming the identity of this group. 
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Figure 4.22 Formalism   
(Reference: https://www.haikudeck.com/imitationalism-vs-formalism-uncategorized-
presentation-Enk5f0AyCO, 2017) 
   
  4.3.1.2 Expressivism  
  This group would oppositely present against the Formalism which its character 
might not be focused on the traditional beauty of artworks that evaluated through structure, 
form, composition, and techniques, but representing the emotional realism, encouraged 
people to understand the pure power of art. In other words, this kind of art could be 
categorized into “Naive Art” which truly presenting the innocent informal style of work 
similar to children’s works.   
 

 
Figure 4.23 Naïve Art   
(Reference: http://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2017/08/16/531921/exhibition-of-naive-art-in-
Brussels, 2017) 
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  4.3.1.3 Instrumentalism 
  This group would be the works that symbolized artist eagerness related to 
social responsibility in order to increase the degree of morality using art as the tools. In 
contrast, art making in communism or socialism might represented the social idealism 
serving as the propaganda in order to reach the political goals. On the other hands, this kind 
of artworks might cause the psychological effects without presenting the aesthetical beauty 
through its forms, other art elements alongside with the art composition, artistic skills, and 
not being the emotional effects as well. In conclusion, the Instrumentalism was the group of 
serving religious purposes focusing on philosophy and doctrines unlike Formalism presenting 
the structural value, or the Expressivism interpreting the emotional effects.  
  

 
 
Figure 4.24 Instrumentalism   
(Reference: https://lesyeuxdabre.deviantart.com/art/Instrumentalism-397450205, 2017) 
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 4.3.2 Ittipol Tang-Chalok’s Theories 
 Through Ittipol Tang-Chalok’s Theories, he (2007: 38) highlighted that the art 
categories could be done through art’s purposes of Edmund Burke Feldman mentioned 
above which transformed into his own theories for instance; 
  1. Formalism would match to “Art is the language of beauty”.  
  2. Expressivism would match to “Art is the emotional language”. 
  3. Instrumentalism would match to “Art is the Language of thought”. 
 Following such the concept, there would be 4 categories of art classified by its 
quality, such as; 
   
  4.3.2.1 Art as the aesthetical language 
  In Tang-Chalok’s point of view, art was the tools of communication in order to 
interpret the symbol of idea and though, concept and stories, aesthetical beauty, and its 
value. In terms of the beauty referred to Greeks, Homer (400-300 B.C.), Tang-Chalok (2007: 
36-112) also described that the definition of beauty was the miracle related to individual 
emotional touch and the inner perception which hard to approach similar to Nim-Samur 
who asserted that the beauty approach would rather have the opened-mind in order to 
appreciate the natural beauty based on each one’s experiences.  
  In terms of art, even though, recently the trend of beauty was changed, but 
traditional passion would last longer which meant that the essence of beauty was one thing 
to keep in mind alongside with art making and its processes and the value. In addition, due 
to art development the standard of beauty and its quality constantly was changed time to 
time which become the core factors of its development related to time, place, and the 
circumstance that might be called “ Aesthetical standard of beauty” 
  Furthermore, experiences and practices become one of the key factors used to 
develop art learning and led to the taste later on. Similar to Professor Silp Peerasri who 
presented that not only the physical beauty, forms and the well-arranged perfect art 
composition of the artworks could be appreciated and noticed, but also the spiritual 
essence of the beauty, the status of aesthetical approach touched by intuitive knowledge 
would do as well. In other words, the beauty of artworks not only the physical completion 
generated by perfect techniques, but also the concepts followed the artist’s intention and 
attitude which might cause the intuitive knowledge and spiritual development as the effects.  
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  In summary, Peerasri also highlighted that the aesthetical standard of art was 
the combination of beauty or aesthetic, truth or logic, and ethic or morality which might 
create the universal standard of beauty beyond the fundamental factors such as time, 
place, and circumstance as mentioned above.  
    
  4.3.2.2 Art as the visual language 
  If said so that art was the visual language, the understanding of art’s meaning 
had to do underneath the visual perception and its analysis which perhaps the 
understanding of semiotic might be important. 
  Tang-Chalok (2007: 36) asserted that the visual language and its perception was 
the fundamental communicative tool originated the human’s basic experiences and spiritual 
development.  The quality of visual language would basically consider on its purposes and 
effects as the tangible visual images’ force which followed the Tolstoy’s mottos as “We use 
the dialogue in order to present our thought, and art as the symbols of emotional 
representation”. On the other hands, other related quality of visual language might be 
noticed through its attraction, the focal points of interests generated by the beauty of art 
elements and its arrangement which of cause, needed to be matched with the artworks’ 
concept. 
   
  4.3.2.3 Art as the emotional Language 
  If the aesthetics was some kind of combination of the beauty, emotion, and the 
concept which resulted in the audiences’ emotional and spiritual improvement, art making 
without beauty but emotionalism or expressionism would be accepted and defined as the 
emotional representation interpreting realism with attitude, paralleled with the artist’s inner 
psychological pressure affected by outer influences. 
  For instance, artist, Van Goh applied his life’s obstacle as the inspiration creating 
the great work, in other words, we could say that art become tools of human in order to 
symbolize the spiritual development using informal forms of art, and the limitless artistic 
techniques and representation interpreted the metaphor of domestic psychological state.   
  In the process of art making, through its study, young art practitioners mostly 
faced up with the problems, lack of imagination related to being naïve or having no sense of 
childhood, and lack of ability to transfer the emotional state to an image utilizing a pure art 
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due to their over-trained experiences, being under the influences of big name artists which 
however might cause the lack of self-awareness or individual identity. So then, any young 
artist needed to have self-exploration in order to properly find the solution related to 
techniques and style of artwork that suitable for own personality. 
  For example, through the expressionism study, the concept of it would present 
the emotional aspect, clearly rejected the beauty of artistic forms and the neat 
craftsmanship replacing with distortion alongside with bright and fresh color, the contrast 
light and shadow and the sudden-brushed texture in order to interpret only emotional 
effects as well-known as the master of art as the emotional language. 
   
  4.3.2.4 Art as the conceptual Language 
  Art was defined as the images of thought, the conceptual language that 
presented the human’s way of life.1 Artists embarked on this style of work would believe 
that art might be the tools of communication displaying the concept of art as the spiritual 
development, social responsibility offering the world with caring, sharing, and wellness which 
they were convinced that the only essence of pure art had to have conceptual emphasis 
without the aesthetical and emotional interests. In other words, the concept would play the 
significant role in art making rather than focusing on craftsmanship, aesthetical effects, and 
so on. 
  In doing so, artists of this group would determine the framework without 
traditional path interested in terms of outcomes or existed artworks or physical result and 
having no interests in the actual beauty of artistic forms. Surprisingly, then what could be 
the art in this term, or what exactly would be art? Artist innovated the way of presenting 
their ides through the use of ready-made objects in order to challenge the audience, 
persuaded people with non-artistic forms, non-poetic symbols against the visual art included 
painting, sculpture, printmaking, and so on.  
  Hence, the multimedia become the right choices to replace the old fashion art 
making, in order to support conceptual presentation the documentation by videos, texts, 
photography, sketches, dialogues , maps, postcards, electronic medias and so on become 
more interesting performing as the visual language or aesthetical language replacement. 
                                                           
1Contemporary Art. retrieved by May 5, 2015, from 
https://ieducationart.wordpress.com/2013/12/20ศิลปะร่วมสมัย-contemporary-art/ 
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  In conclusion, Tang-Chalok highlighted that the key elements of art making or 
creative process would rather be its essence of innovative searching, seeking for new 
concepts, techniques, processes, principles or theories, and traditional dominance would be 
considered in order to have sustainable development and improve the art field. 
   
4.4 The Understanding of Artistic Interpretation 
 The understanding of artistic interpretation might be complete through the use of 
research methodology in order to investigate the creative process related to its philosophy 
paralleled with the concept, forms, and techniques. In other words, artist or researcher 
probably needed to apply the science of research into the proper procedure in order to find 
the specific way exploring the artistic interpretation base on individual art philosophy, 
background, and other related theories  
 Through the study of artistic interpretation forms, it could be divided into 2 key 
groups, consisted of;  
 1. The Realistic Interpretation 
 2. The Abstract Interpretation 
 Both of them created the works based on the philosophy of objectivism, and the 
subjectivism which Tang-Chalok (2007: 113-116) presented the explanation referred to 
Wistavetaya (2004) that there were the different interesting concepts included; 
 1.  Objectivism was the concept that believed in what exactly existed in the real 
world would do by itself without the spiritual connection (indicator).  
 2.  Subjectivism was the concept that believed in what exactly existed in the real 
world would do due to the spiritual connection (indicator). 
  
 To have a clearer visual, in order to follow these concepts, artist could apply 
objectivism into art making’s interpretation through the use of concept of realism, believing 
in the ordinary thing existed in the real world which artist would appreciated it and 
conveyed it through their special ability, in other word, artist would orderly follow the 
realistic principles applying their skills and craftsmanship to artistic interpretation alongside 
with the naturalism or natural imitation.    
 Through other related concept, subjectivism, artist would rather use the abstraction 
presenting with the concerns related to formless, rules or principles, and the natural  facts, 
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but followed the philosophy that there was the actual beauty and the truth hidden 
underneath the spiritual world. 
   

Objectivism Subjectivism 

 There was the left-sided brain and 
intuitive knowledge usage, and the 
logic-based thought and decision 
making. 

 The neutral usage of objects 
paralleled with objectless. 

 There was the use of flat plain 
colored painting style and the linear 
usage to shape up the forms. 

 Forms were tangible.  

 Orderliness was the character. 

 Stability, neatness was noticed. 

 There were the formless of creative 
processes. 

 There was the systematic process 
with indirect techniques. 

 Following the concept of 
Naturalism. 

 The style development could be 
seen through, Realism (the neutral 
usage of objectivism), Cubism (the 
use of geometric forms), and the 
Abstract form as appeared as the 
Piet Mondrian’s painting. 

 There was the right-sided brain and 

wisdom usage, and the emotion-

based thought and decision making. 

  There was the presentation of 
identity related to personality and 
spirituality through its symbols. 

 The painterly style was revealed. 

 There was the use of the blur, 
unclear mystery forms 

 The movement and the chaotic 
state were noticed. 

 The symbols of disorderliness were 
noticed. 

 There was the basic process with 

direct techniques. 

 Following the concept of Realism 
and Expressionism 

 The influence of Wassily Kandinsky’s 
artwork could be seen. 

 
Figure 4.25 the comparative table of Objectivism and Subjectivism   
(Reference: Tang-chalok, 2007: 124) 
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4.5 The art Criticism 

 Buddhist monk, Maha2, Dr. Jittapat Ajala-Thammo and Buddhist monk, Maha, Dr. 
Hasadee kittinuntho (1994: 103-109) highlighted that art criticism was the commentary made 
based on individual experiences, knowledge which related to suggestion for artworks’ 
improvement paralleled with encouragement for artworks’ development. In other words, art 
criticism was the artistic comments related to an artwork in terms of creative process 
context and its relationships to the art value, meaning and purposes, and other related 
issues which maybe the relationship between art and culture or social fabric would be in 
the discussion as well. There were the fundamental key elements for art criticism, included; 
   
 4.5.1 The Fundamental Key Elements for Art Criticism 
   
  4.5.1.1 General information of art work  
  There were such things like techniques and materials, media, and the general 
information of art work needed to be explored for example, Artist’s Name, Title of work, 
Techniques and Material, Size, Year, and so on. 
   
  4.5.1.2 Concept 
  The concept or the notion of artist would be the keys elements in order to 
analyze the artwork through the use of provided information related to the essence of art 
objective, the hidden meaning, the stories, the inspiration and its development to the core 
concrete concept and become the main framework used to develop the artwork later on.    
   
  4.5.1.3 Achievement 
  The outcome of artistic development, the artwork could be evaluated through 
the use of the analysis of its components which consisted of art composition, art elements, 
aesthetical art value, the conceptual issue, the principle of design in art, and emotional 
effects or its contribution, and so on.  
    
 

                                                           
2 Title conferred on Buddhist monk who passed the third grade in Buddhist theology.  
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  4.5.1.4 Artistic and creative skills 
  The artworks’ evaluation would be completed through the consideration of 
artistic skill, sublimity, picturesqueness, techniques and the presentation forms alongside 
with the other related skills such as problem solving, knowledge management, and so on.  
  In addition, first of all, the artworks’ evaluation or art criticism might lead to the 
understanding of why human innovate art and how it become the social fabric working 
efficiently within the cultural context. Secondly, art criticism would support art field in terms 
of art development and its knowledge. Finally, on the top of that art criticism would work as 
the tools of learning and its dissemination in order to decrease the gap between High art 
and low art or pure art and illustration, and so on which in other words, the knowledge 
providing would be the keywords in order to get rid of the ignorance or unawareness of art. 
Then, hopefully you could be able to apply the knowledge related to art and its 
contribution into your daily life and gradually passed on that information to the next 
generation. 
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Summary 
4.1 The Principle of Design in Art 
 The principle of design in art was the bible of fundamental art elements usage in 
order to create good quality of the artworks which consisted of 7 important rules, there 
were; 
 1. Proportion and Scale 
 2. Balance 
 3. Harmony  
 4. Unity and variety 
 5. Rhythm, Movement 
 6. Pattern and Repetition 
 7. Emphasis or Dominance 
 
4.2 The Visual Art Techniques 
 The study of visual art techniques would provide the alternative ways of production 
dividing into various techniques within the two major groups such as;  
 1. The creation of two dimensional artworks’ techniques 
 2. The creation of three dimensional artworks’ techniques 
 
4.3 The purposes of art and its category 
 4.3.1 Edmund Burke Feldman’s theories  
 Through the value of art and its principles of evaluation, there would be 3 separated 
groups that classified artworks and its characters followed Edmund Burke Feldman’s theories 
which included;  
  4.3.1.1 Formalism 
  4.3.1.2 Expressivism  
  4.3.1.3 Instrumentalism 
 4.3.2 Ittipol Tang-Chalok’s Theories 
 He highlighted that the art categories could be done through the theory of art’s 
purposes of Edmund Burke Feldman mentioned above which transformed into his own 
theories for instance; 
  1. Formalism would match to “Art is the language of beauty”.  
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  2. Expressivism would match to “Art is the emotional language”. 
  3. Instrumentalism would match to “Art is the Language of thought”. 
 Following such the concept, there would be 4 categories of art classified by its 
quality, such as; 
  4.3.2.1 Art as the aesthetical language 
  4.3.2.2 Art as the visual language 
  4.3.2.3 Art as the emotional Language 
  4.3.2.4 Art as the conceptual Language 
 
4.4 The Understanding of Artistic Interpretation 
 Through the study of artistic interpretation forms, it could be divided into 2 key 
groups, consisted of;  
 1. The Realistic Interpretation 
 2. The Abstract Interpretation 
 Both of them created the works based on the philosophy of objectivism, and the 
subjectivism which Tang-Chalok (2007: 113-116) presented the explanation referred to 
Wistavetaya (2004) that there were the different interesting concepts included; 
 1.  Objectivism  
 2.  Subjectivism  
 

4.5 The art Criticism 

 Art criticism was the artistic comments related to an artwork in terms of creative 
process context and its relationships to the art value, meaning and purposes, and other 
related issues which maybe the relationship between art and culture or social fabric would 
be in the discussion as well. 
 4.5.1 The Fundamental Key Elements for Art Criticism 
  4.5.1.1 General information of art work  
  4.5.1.2 Concept 
  4.5.1.3 Achievement 
  4.5.1.4 Artistic and creative skills 
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Chapter 4 Exercise 
 
1. What is the character or quality of “Art as the visual language”?    
2. What are the principles of art evaluation of Edmund Burke Feldman?  
3. What is the concept of “Art as the Aesthetical Language”? 
4. What is the concept of “Art as the Emotional Language”? 
5. What is the concept of “Art as the Conceptual Language”? 
6. What is the principle of art in design? Please Explain. 
7. Can you describe about the techniques of visual art?  
8. What is the Fundamental Key Elements for Art Criticism?  
9. What is the concept of artistic interpretation related to the Objectivism?    
10. What is the concept of artistic interpretation related to the subjectivism?    

 

Art Practice 

1. Through Chapter 4 study, student might find yourself an inspiration working on art practice 

and produce some opened-wide techniques work of art representing your cultural identity 

related to the principle of design in art and the purposes of art making. 

1.1 Size of artwork: 30x30 cm 

1.2 Technique: Opened- Techniques 

1.3 Concept:  an inspiration through the use of the principle of design in art, the purposes of 

art making, and the artist’s Individual Cultural Identity 

1.4 Due Date: Week Five 
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